
Monday Night Raw – November
8, 2021: I’m Thinking Travel
Issues
Monday Night Raw
Date: November 8, 2021
Location: KFC Yum Center, Louisville, Kentucky
Commentators: Jimmy Smith, Corey Graves, Byron Saxton

We’re less than two weeks away from Survivor Series and now we
have the men’s and women’s Survivor Series teams set up. That
means we don’t get a month of qualifying matches, but we are
likely to get two weeks of I AM THE CAPTAIN and arguing about
their love of a brand they have been on for less than a month.
Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We open with a recap of last week’s issues with Seth Rollins,
Kevin Owens and Big E., as Big E. isn’t sure he can trust
Owens.

Big E. and Kevin Owens are in the back, with Owens talking
about how he cares about what Big E. thinks of him and wants
people to know he turned over a new leaf. Big E. doesn’t
really care though and has a match tonight. Owens says he
cares what Big E. thinks.

Here is Seth Rollins, in some weird red and blue number, to
welcome us to Monday Night Rollins. He is the face of Monday
Night Raw and therefore he will lead the team to victory over
those  Smackdown  bums  at  Survivor  Series.  The  fans  think
Rollins looks stupid but what would they know about fashion.

Rollins talks about Kevin Owens, wondering if he is a hero or
a snake. He has known Owens for a long time and there is one
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thing you can count on with Owens: he will stab you in the
back at any chance he has. Owens is as low as he gets and
cannot be trusted as far as he can be thrown, which isn’t far
at all. Rollins is ready to turn Owens into the biggest loser
in the world but here is a ticked off Owens to interrupt. The
fight is on and Rollins has to escape the apron powerbomb. I’m
kind of intrigued by this one.

We look back at Omos wrecking the tag team division last week.

RKBro is in the back, with Riddle worrying about turning into
a robot and Orton worrying about the Street Profits. Cue the
Street Profits, with Orton saying they’re on their own.

Omos/AJ Styles vs. Robert Roode/Dolph Ziggler vs. RKBro/Street
Profits

Good to see AJ back. Ford dropkicks Roode down to start and
mocks some dog poses. Dawkins comes in with a shoulder and
suplexes Ford onto Roode for two. Ziggler comes in and gets
punched  down  as  well,  allowing  Orton  to  stomp  away.  The
assisted Floating Bro gets two on Ziggler so it’s off to AJ,
who gets kicked in the chest.

The Styles Clash is broken up and a triangle choke has Styles
in more trouble. They fall over the top for the big crash to
set up a huge staredown as we take a break. Back with Riddle
fighting  out  of  trouble  and  kicking  Ziggler  down.  That’s
enough for the hot tag to Orton but Roode has to save Ziggler
from an RKO. Roode is sent into Omos to knock him off the
apron, but he is able to catch a flying Styles.

We take a very sudden break and come back with Omos working on
Ford before Ziggler comes back in for a boot rake to the eyes.
A sunset flip gives Ziggler two but Ford is back up with an
enziguri, which did not seem to come close to making contact.
Either way, it’s enough for the hot tag off to Dawkins and
house is cleaned in a hurry.



It’s back to Omos though and the wrecking is on in a hurry.
Both Profits are taken down but Riddle’s knees to the chest do
some damage. Granted it isn’t enough damage to avoid a double
chokeslam to plant Riddle hard. Orton still teases getting in
but blames Riddle for screwing up. Roode and Ziggler cut Orton
off from getting in but Roode and Styles get in a fight on the
floor. Omos deals with Roode, leaving Ziggler to pin Riddle at
22:51.

Rating: C. I was stunned when I looked at the clock as that
was one of the fastest 20+ minute matches I can remember. The
wrestling itself was fine, as everyone did their thing, though
Riddle being down for so long off a single chokeslam was a bit
much. Not bad though, and it’s certainly nice to see AJ back
after whatever was wrong with him.

Post match it’s an RKO to leave Ziggler laying. Orton tells
Riddle that he has to listen if they want to keep the titles.

Kevin Owens tries to convince Rey Mysterio to believe him but
Rey has to do something.

Veer Mahaan is coming.

Here is Adam Pearce for a chat with the Mysterios. Pearce
talks about Survivor Series, which has had some great debuts
over the years and is the ONLY NIGHT OF THE YEAR where the two
shows  face  off  (there  is  something  hilarious  about  them
pushing this idea every year). That means this year’s Raw
needs to live up to last year’s as Raw swept the night. It
makes him think that he might have made a mistake by putting
Dominik on the team, because every other member is a former
WWE  Champion.  Dominik  can  keep  his  spot  if  he  wins  the
following match.

Dominik Mysterio vs. Bobby Lashley

MVP is back and in Lashley’s corner and the winner is on the
Raw Survivor Series team. Lashley starts fast with a suplex



but Dominik knees his way out of trouble. A high crossbody
doesn’t work for Dominik but he low bridges Lashley to the
floor.  Another  dive  is  pulled  out  of  the  air  though  and
Lashley drives him into the post.

Back in and a Downward Spiral drops Dominik again. The Hurt
Lock  goes  on  but  Lashley  won’t  let  Dominik  tap,  instead
throwing him outside. Rey Mysterio tries to intervene and gets
kicked in the chest, allowing Lashley to post Dominik again.
An awesome spear sets up the Hurt Lock to end Dominik at 5:11.

Rating: C-. Total squash here, as it should have been. It
makes me wonder why they had Dominik on the team in the first
place, but it also has me worried that Pearce is going to be
the latest evil authority figure. WWE has gotten away from
that lame trope for a long time now and I really don’t need to
see it happen again. Though he did get rid of Dominik so how
evil can he be?

We look back at the Alpha Academy failing to recruit Big E.
last week.

Seth Rollins comes up to the Alpha Academy to ask about Kevin
Owens. Chad Gable talks about his recent graduation and says
Owens  is  a  horrible  liar,  just  like  Green  Bay  Packers
quarterback Aaron Rogers. Tonight, he’ll prove that Big E.
can’t be the face of Raw.

Big E. vs. Chad Gable

Non-title and Otis is in Gable’s corner. Big E. takes him down
by the arm to start and uses the power to run Gable over. The
apron  splash  connects  but  Gable  is  back  with  some  knee
cranking. That’s enough to set up a belly to belly into a
moonsault for two, followed by rolling Chaos Theory. Big E. is
back with a Rock Bottom out of the corner and the Big Ending
finishes Gable at 4:55.

Rating: C+. They packed a good amount into that short amount



of time as WWE has been on a roll with these shorter matches
as of late. I’m glad to see Gable getting in the ring more
often in recent weeks as he really is that good. At the same
time, it’s not like losing to Big E. is going to hurt him at
this point.

Post match, Big E. and Otis have a staredown.

Kevin Owens tries to get R-Truth to believe in him. R-Truth
believes in him, but he also believes in Bigfoot, the Loch
Ness Monster, that the Earth is flat (“But it’s round in
certain  places.”)  and  the  Thanksgiving  Man,  among  other
things. Owens walks off.

Sonya  Deville  and  Adam  Pearce  are  with  the  Raw  women’s
Survivor Series team to announce a fatal five way tonight for
a shot at Becky Lynch. Doudrop isn’t sure why Bianca Belair is
getting another chance at another shot. Dana Brooke wants some
respect, including from Liv Morgan. An argument breaks out.

We look at Wrestlemania XXXII to get us ready for tickets
going on sale this Friday. I’m not sure how much I’d brag
about that show.

We look at Bobby Lashley taking Dominik Mysterio’s spot.

Rey Mysterio says Dominik has a neck strain and goes on a rant
against Adam Pearce. Austin Theory pops in for an unnoticed
selfie as Rey holds ice on Dominik’s neck.

24/7 Title: Drake Maverick vs. Reggie

Reggie is defending and takes Maverick down in a hurry to
start and it’s a running flip clothesline to take Maverick
down in the corner. Cue R-Truth with a referee but the Hurt
Business jumps him from behind. The distraction lets Maverick
steal the pin and the title at 1:28 (ending Reggie’s record
long reign).

Then Akira Tozawa wins the title.



Then Corey Graves wins the title.

Then Byron Saxton wins the title.

Then Maverick wins the title (with a handful of pants).

Then Reggie wins the title back and runs off. Graves: “SAXTON
YOU RUIN EVERYTHING!!!”

Bianca Belair vs. Carmella vs. Liv Morgan vs. Rhea Ripley vs.
Queen Zelina

One fall to a finish and the winner gets a title shot against
Becky Lynch, who is on commentary. In the back, Doudrop still
isn’t happy with Belair getting the chance. Bianca gets in an
argument with Lynch and it’s a big brawl on the floor with
everyone getting involved. We take a break before the bell and
come back with the match officially beginning, as Belair and
Ripley are left alone. That’s broken up before anything can
happen but the two of them are right back in for the showdown
again.

They grapple around a bit with neither being able to get
anywhere. Belair flips over Ripley but gets pulled outside so
Carmella and Vega send her into the barricade. Back in and
Ripley takes down Vega and Carmella without much effort. The
numbers  game  gets  the  better  of  Ripley  though  and  a  low
superkick gives Carmella two, with Vega breaking it up. Morgan
gets knocked off the apron but Carmella has to break up Vega’s
cover.

Ripley is back up and gets taken down by Carmella, setting up
the stomping/choking in the corner. Morgan gets back in and
cleans house but gets sent outside by Vega. Now it’s Ripley
tossing Vega around as Becky declares herself as Becky From
The Block. Vega tornado DDTs Ripley for two but Belair throws
Vega onto everyone and we take a break. Back with Belair
powerbombing  Vega  and  Morgan  down  but  getting  missile
dropkicked  by  Ripley.



Carmella superkicks Ripley and covers everyone else for two
each. Belair sends Vega into the announcers’ table before
heading  back  in  for  a  showdown  with  Ripley.  Both  escape
finishers until Ripley kicks Belair out of the air. Riptide
connects but Morgan makes the save. Oblivion hits Ripley but
Vega makes the save this time. Back up and Belair hits the
KOD,  drawing  in  Doudrop  to  pull  Belair  out.  Morgan  rolls
Carmella up for the pin and the title shot at 16:28.

Rating: C-. I don’t think this was exactly a big surprise as
Morgan vs. Lynch was teased last week. They could have an
interesting match and it does open the door for a possible
(though unlikely) change before we get to Survivor Series.
There was a lot of action in the match, though it didn’t need
that much time. At least we’re getting a more appealing title
match, which isn’t WWE’s strong suit.

Seth Rollins asks Big E. about Kevin Owens but Big E. doesn’t
trust either of them. He’ll be at ringside though.

Smackdown Rebound.

Seth Rollins vs. Kevin Owens

Big E. is on commentary but here is Austin Theory before the
match to take some pictures. The phone is swatted away by Big
E. though and Theory skedaddles. Also before the match, Seth
grabs the mic to say that he and Owens had a plan to jump Big
E. last week and it went badly. Cue Owens to cut him off
though and the chase sends Rollins into the crowd as we take a
break.

Back  (after  a  This  Week  In  WWE  History,  looking  at  the
Montreal Screwjob) with the bell ringing and Owens hammering
away on Rollins, who bails out to the floor in a hurry. Owens
gives  chase  and  hits  a  backsplash  on  the  floor  to  crush
Rollins. The Cannonball against the barricade does it again,
followed by a stomping inside. Rollins gets knocked outside
again so Owens hits another splash. That earns him a whip into



the announcers’ table though and we take a break.

Back with Rollins stomping away at the ribs but getting pulled
down so Owens can hammer away. Rollins goes right back to the
ribs with a bunch of stomps to keep Owens in trouble. A snap
suplex gives Rollins two but he misses the frog splash. Owens’
frog splash connects for two though and we take a break.

Back with Rollins charging into a superkick in the corner,
followed by Owens hitting a heck of a running clothesline.
Owens goes up but gets caught by Rollins, who gets planted
with the spinning fisherman’s superplex. Rollins is right back
with a Pedigree for two but Owens catches him with a Pop Up
sitout Powerbomb for two. A shot to the bad ribs breaks up
Owens’ Stunner and knocks him outside. Rollins tries to send
Owens into Big E. but he dodges out of the way. The delay is
enough to keep Owens from beating the count at 24:09.

Rating: B-. This was a long match which saw both guys looking
good, though the ending left something to be desired. I know
it’s the right way to go to keep the story going as Owens is
going to be frustrated, but there isn’t much to be had from a
countout after such a long match. It might make sense, but it
doesn’t mean it’s satisfying.

Post match Rollins leaves but Owens snaps, beating the fire
out of Big E. Referees try to break it up but Owens comes back
over for another stomp to the head. Owens screams a lot to end
the show.

Overall Rating: C-. I’m going to assume that a lot of this
show was due to the UK tour, as you never see so many long
matches on a show. What we got wasn’t great, but it’s kind of
hard to build to a show like Survivor Series anymore. What
you’re seeing is a bunch of stuff being set up that won’t be
taking place at the next pay per view, so why should I get
interested so soon? I’m sure some of this stuff will be blown
off either in December or at Day One in January, but that



makes for some fairly weak television the way there. There was
some ok stuff on here, but a lot of it felt like filler and
that makes for a dull night.

Results
Omos/AJ  Styles/Dolph  Ziggler/Robert  Roode  b.  RKBro/Street
Profits – Chokeslam to Riddle
Bobby Lashley b. Dominik Mysterio – Hurt Lock
Big E. b. Chad Gable – Big Ending
Drake Maverick b. Reggie – Rollup
Liv Morgan b. Carmella, Bianca Belair, Rhea Ripley and Queen
Zelina – Crucifix to Carmella
Seth Rollins b. Kevin Owens via countout

WWE, 2021, Monday Night Raw, Omos, AJ Styles, Dolph Ziggler,
Robert  Roode,  RKBro,  Street  Profits,  Bobby  Lashley,  Rey
Mysterio, Adam Pearce, Dominik Mysterio, Big E., Chad Gable,
Drake Maverick, Otis, Liv Morgan, Carmella, Bianca Belair,
Rhea Ripley, Queen Zelina, Seth Rollins, Kevin Owens, Austin
Theory
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Monday Night Raw – September
27, 2021: Get Them A Pillow
Monday Night Raw
Date: September 27, 2021
Location: Heritage Bank Center, Cincinnati, Ohio
Commentators: Jimmy Smith, Corey Graves, Byron Saxton

We’re done with Extreme Rules and the biggest changes involve
a doll and this show. First up, Charlotte destroyed Lillie the
doll  last  night,  sending  Alexa  Bliss  into  an  emotional
breakdown. Other than that we have a WWE Championship match
set for the top of the show, because Monday Night Football is
going to kill them otherwise. Let’s get to it.

Here is Extreme Rules if you need a recap.

We open with a recap of Big E. cashing in Money in the Bank to
win the WWE Title, plus pinning Bobby Lashley again last night
at Extreme Rules in a six man tag. The rematch is set for
tonight.

WWE Title: Big E. vs. Bobby Lashley

Big E. is defending and after the Big Match Intros, we’re
ready to go. Lashley powers him into the corner to start so
Big E. fires off a slap to the face. That earns him a beating
in  the  corner  and  a  snap  suplex  for  less  than  one.  A
clothesline puts Big E. on the floor but he snaps off a belly
to belly to send us to a break. Back with Lashley hitting a
Downward Spiral into a big clothesline to put Big E. in even
more trouble. Lashley takes him up top but Big E. blocks the
superplex.
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That’s fine with Lashley, who knocks him off the top and down
onto the apron for a crash instead. The double clothesline on
the floor teases the double countout but they make it back
inside. That means the slugout can be on but Lashley has to go
to the ropes to avoid the Big Ending. The spear through the
ropes drops Lashley….but here are Shelton Benjamin and Cedric
Alexander in Hurt Business shirts. Lashley hits a spinebuster
and seems pleased but here is New Day to go after Alexander
and Benjamin. The spear cuts Big E. down as the other four
fight inside for the DQ at 10:00.

Rating: C+. I’m not sure how many people expected a clean
finish here so it wasn’t like it was a disappointment. Giving
Big E. a DQ loss doesn’t exactly make him look great but I’m
sure  you  are  going  to  see  something  else  from  him  later
tonight. They mostly delivered a nice match though and that’s
all they needed to do.

Post match the brawl is on and security comes out to break it
up. Actually we’re not done as this match is happening again
later tonight inside a steel cage (which they just happen to
have lying around).

Erik vs. Angel Garza

Ivar  and  Humberto  Carrillo  are  here  too.  Erik  powers  him
around to start but gets caught in an armbar for his early
efforts. That’s broken up and Garza is back with his knee to
the face. Garza TAKES OFF HIS PANTS, which Carrillo teases
throwing in. That brings Ivar over but the distraction lets
Garza hit a superkick into the Wing Clipper for the pin at
2:01.

We  recap  Charlotte  beating  Alexa  Bliss  last  night  and
destroying Lillie, plus beating up Bliss again, because it has
been so long since Charlotte accomplished anything.

24/7 Title: Reggie vs. Ricochet



Reggie  is  defending.  Feeling  out  process  to  start  with
Ricochet  working  on  a  wristlock  but  they  need  to  trade
moonsaults over each other out of the corner. Ricochet sends
him outside for the big flip dive as the 24/7 goons are
watching from the front row. That’s enough for them to jump
the barricade and jump Reggie for the DQ at 1:20.

Post  match  Ricochet  fights  back  but  Drake  Maverick  has  a
walkie talkie, telling someone to do it now. Cue Akira Tozawa
to go after Reggie, who escapes anyway. Note that Ricochet is
the one who is a guest star but we have a continuing story
involving four morons trying to catch an acrobat to win a
comedy title.

Riddle is on his own tonight because Randy Orton is probably
taking a week off to have some Skyline Chili. Or he needed to
take a break from Riddle because he wanted to RKO him on the
concrete. Riddle thinks that’s a bad idea because it could
hurt Orton’s back. It’s cool though, because Riddle has his
headphones with Orton’s theme song. Singing ensues.

Akira Tozawa is still in the ring and wants a match with
someone.

Keith Lee vs. Akira Tozawa

Yes  it’s  Bearcat  and  it’s  a  splash  into  the  Big  Bang
Catastrophe  for  the  pin  on  Tozawa  at  35  seconds.

We recap the opening match and a very serious Big E. promises
to beat Bobby Lashley again, just like he did when he promised
to cash in. A serious Big E. is a good Big E.

US Title: Sheamus vs. Damian Priest

Priest is defending and it’s no countout/no DQ. Why Priest
needed to have his entrance before that big recap is beyond
me, but letting the US Champ stand around in the ring for
three minutes certainly isn’t a bad look or anything. Before



the match, Sheamus says this won’t be pretty, but it will be
pretty ugly as he gets the title back. They go with the power
to start with Sheamus headlock takeovering him down.

Priest fights up but gets elbowed in the face to cut him off.
The Broken Arrow is broken up so they head outside, where
Priest  hits  a  quick  suplex.  There’s  a  big  boot  and  it’s
already time for a table. Sheamus isn’t having that and sends
Priest into the steps but the ten forearms on the apron are
broken up. Instead, Sheamus hits the White Noise through the
table in a big crash to send us to the break.

Back with Priest fighting out of a kendo stick choke, because
White Noise off the apron through a table is just a spot.
Another table is set up in the corner but Priest is back up
with kendo stick shots. A chair is brought in but Priest is
sent head first into it in the corner (that sounded great).
Priest is back up with South of Heaven for two and they slug
it out from their knees. An enziguri gives Priest two but he
jumps into the jumping knee to the face for the same. The
Reckoning is loaded up but Sheamus slips out, only to be sent
through the table in the corner. Now the Reckoning can retain
the title at 15:50.

Rating: B. This was a heck of a fight and the match they
should have had last night at Extreme Rules. I’m not sure what
the point was in having an extreme match on Raw when you had a
regular match on the extreme pay per view. The other problem
here: Sheamus, a multiple time World Champion, just hit his
secondary finisher off the apron and through a table. It sent
us to a break and we came back with Priest being fine. You
could do an injury spot or a title change off of that, but it
might not even be the biggest spot in a Raw match.

Mustafa Ali isn’t happy with Mansoor signing the two of them
up for a six man tag with Jeff Hardy. Ali rants about Hardy,
who pops up behind them, asking what Ali would say to them.
After Ali backpedals hard, Hardy talks about how they are up



against some scary monsters. He’s ready to twist their fates.

Jinder Mahal/Veer/Shanky vs. Mansoor/Mustafa Ali/Jeff Hardy

Shanky sidewalk slams Ali to start so it’s off to Mansoor, who
gets elbowed by Veer. We hit the neck crank for a bit but
Mansoor fights up in a hurry and brings in Jeff to clean
house.  Everything  breaks  down  and  Veer’s  baseball  lariat
finishes Ali at 3:44.

Rating: D+. So yes, we really are reheating Jinder Mahal and
the  final  form  of  the  Singh  Brothers.  This  hasn’t  worked
before and it isn’t likely to work now, but that has never
stopped WWE before. Maybe focusing on Veery and Shanky would
help, but I have no reason to believe that will be the case.

Karrion Kross promises to hurt people.

Karrion Kross vs. Jaxson Ryker

Kross knocks him into the corner to start and mocks Ryker’s
military history. A suplex takes Ryker down but an armbar is
broken up. The Doomsday Saito set up the Krossjacket to make
Ryker tap at 1:37. That’s good for a smile.

Doudrop is going to answer Charlotte’s Open Challenge for a
Women’s Title match.

Bobby Lashley rants about Big E. winning the title with the
Money in the Bank briefcase. Tonight, he isn’t injured and he
can hurt Big E. even more in a cage.

Riddle vs. AJ Styles

Riddle suplexes him down for an early two but gets hit in the
face for a trip to the floor. AJ hits a sliding knee off the
apron and we take a break with Riddle in trouble. Back with
Riddle  striking  away  but  getting  caught  in  a  pumphandle
gutbuster to cut him off. Riddle kicks him to the floor and
hits a big dive to take AJ down again.



Back in and the Floating Bro is countered into a Calf Crusher
(that was sweet) but Riddle slips out. The comeback is on as
Riddle gets all fired up, even knocking Styles down a few
times. That’s fine with AJ, who counters a running knee into a
Burning Hammer (geez) into the Styles Clash for the pin at
12:10.

Rating: C+. This match right here might embody Raw’s troubles
more than anything else. There is no reason for this match to
happen. RKBro beat Styles and Omos for the titles and we have
seen several combinations since then. It is continuing just
for the sake of having matches and filling in time now. The
match will be fine, but find a reason for them to fight other
than “they’re fighting again”.

Post match, Omos plants Riddle again with the chokeslam.

We look back at Shayna Baszler snapping on Nia Jax and putting
her on the shelf with an arm injury last week.

Shayna has no comment, but does have a nifty deck of cards.

Women’s Title: Charlotte vs. Doudrop

Charlotte is defending. Doudrop shoves her around to start and
Charlotte can’t manage to slam her. The big running backsplash
crushes Charlotte….and here’s Eva Marie because WWE absolutely
refuses to move on from ANYTHING. Charlotte gets in a chop
block and Natural Selection retains at 1:52.

Post  match  Eva  poses  over  Doudrop  and  gets  decked  by
Charlotte.

Goldberg (OH HERE WE GO) is back and talks about how he and
Bobby Lashley are both fathers. He doesn’t know what kind of a
father  Lashley  is  but  Lashley  attacked  Goldberg’s  son  at
Summerslam. Now he is going to fulfill the vow he made when
his son was born and hurt Lashley a lot. I’m so excited for
this. It’s right up there with a bad infection.



Eva  Marie  is  still  in  the  ring  and  complains  about  the
disrespect. She can beat anyone in the locker room so here is
Shayna Baszler. The Kirifuda Clutch knocks Eva out in a hurry
and the fans approve. Shayna lets go and unloads on Eva’s arm
ala last week with Jax for a bonus. I could go for face
Shayna.

Nikki Ash and Rhea Ripley say they have nothing in common
except the titles. Nikki thinks they need matching blue gear,
but Rhea says it’s a good color on Nikki only. Hey, remember
when Riddle and Orton were a team who didn’t agree on anything
but they worked well together and one of them was really
excited about the team and wanted them to have matching gear
and a wacky name but the other wasn’t interested?

WWE Title: Big E. vs. Bobby Lashley

Lashley is challenging in a cage and jumps Big E. before
they’re both inside. Big E. is sent into the barricade and the
cage as this is one sided before the bell. A posting makes it
even worse and we take a break. Back with the bell ringing and
Big E. sending him into the cage over and over. A running
clothesline drops Lashley again but he’s back up with a trip
into the cage wall.

The spear is countered into a hiptoss into the corner but Big
E. has to fight out of a Hurt Lock attempt. Lashley settles
with a suplex for two and goes up but Big E. is right up there
for an attempt at a super Big Ending. That doesn’t quite work
as Big E. comes back down but gets caught in a dragon sleeper
over the ropes. That’s enough for Lashley to go for a climb
but Big E. is back up for the save.

Big E. goes up but the Hurt Business is there to cut him off.
Lashley goes for the door but here’s Xavier Woods to slam the
door on his head. New Day gets rid of the Hurt Business, with
Kofi hitting the trust fall off the cage onto both of them. We
take a break and come back with Big E. ducking an elbow and



hitting the trio of belly to belly suplexes. The spear cuts
Big E. down for two though and Lashley goes for the door.
That’s broken up so Lashley tells him to stay down, only to
walk into the Big Ending for two. A spinebuster plants Big E.
so it’s time to climb but Big E. pulls him back down with the
super Big Ending to retain at 16:31.

Rating: B. This was a pair of big strong guys hitting each
other very hard and that’s what it needed to be. Setting up
the super Big Ending earlier and then actually doing it in the
end worked well and it felt like a major victory for Big E. He
needed this to solidify himself as the champion and it was a
good fight that felt like a pay per view level title match.

Post match the cage is raised, but here’s Drew McIntyre to
stare Big E. (who is fine with this) down to end the show.

Overall Rating: C. In something I’ve had to say far too many
times over the years, there is a good two hour show in here
somewhere, if you trim off a lot of the fat. By fat, I mean a
lot of the repetitive stuff that has been done so many times
that it doesn’t feel like it matters anymore whatsoever, such
as Eva Marie vs. Doudrop, Jinder Mahal and company, the 24/7
Title, Styles/Omos vs. RKBro and probably Karrion Kross. It’s
either not going to happen or it has happened so many times
that there is no reason to be interested anymore.

The rest of the show did have some good moments, which tended
to be when they were focusing on what the talented wrestlers
can do in the ring. There were good matches and it felt like
important things were happening here. The problem is there was
so much other stuff that didn’t work and dragged the good
down. That happens far too often on Raw, but it does seem like
they are getting out of the horrible depths they had reached a
few months ago. I’ll absolutely take that, but the Draft is
going  to  change  everything  anyway  so  I’m  not  sure  if  it
matters.



Results
Bobby Lashley b. Big E. via DQ when Kofi Kingston and Cedric
Alexander interfered
Angel Garza b. Erik – Wing Clipper
Reggie b. Ricochet via DQ when R-Truth interfered
Keith Lee b. Akira Tozawa – Big Bang Catastrophe
Damian Priest b. Sheamus – Reckoning
Jinder Mahal/Veer/Shanky b. Jeff Hardy/Mansoor/Mustafa Ali –
Baseball lariat to Ali
Karrion Kross b. Jaxson Ryker – Krossjacket
AJ Styles b. Riddle – Styles Clash
Charlotte b. Doudrop – Natural Selection
Big E. b. Bobby Lashley – Super Big Ending
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Location: PNC Arena, Raleigh, North Carolina
Commentators: Jimmy Smith, Byron Saxton, Corey Graves

It’s the go home show for Extreme Rules and in theory that
should mean that it is time to actually add something EXTREME
to the card. It would be nice to have the show actually live
up to its name, though I think you can guess what kind of
stipulations we are going to be seeing. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We open with a recap of Big E. cashing in Money in the Bank to
win the WWE Title last week.

Here is New Day to celebrate Big E.’s title win. Big E. is
rather emotional as he soaks in the YOU DESERVE IT chants and
says this feels like Thanksgiving to him. He is thankful for
everyone who has been here chanting New Day Rocks and (and
those who chanted NEW DAY SUCKS).

There are some great people here to celebrate with and one
more above watching down (cue the BRODIE chants, and Big E.
has to pause for a second). As for tonight though, it is time
for some business because the New Day has to deal with the
Bloodline.  This  is  their  show  though  and  they  will  send
Bloodline packing, because…..and they take so long loading up
the catchphrase that the Bloodline cuts it off.

Bloodline vs. New Day

Kofi and Jimmy start things off with Roman Reigns pausing to
point at the ceiling a lot. Jimmy gets snapmared down and Kofi
adds a running kick to the chest, setting up Woods’ middle
rope elbow for two. It’s time to start in on the arm but it’s
off to Jey in a hurry. Kofi makes a blind tag though and
springboards in with a high crossbody for two of his own.
Reigns is sick of this though and pulls Kofi outside for rams
into the announcers’ table and the post.

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2021/09/13/monday-night-raw-september-13-2021-huge/


A big staredown takes us to a break and we come back with Kofi
crawling for the tag but Jimmy knocks Woods off the apron.
Kofi gets sent into the corner but runs up the buckles for a
spinning top rope dropkick. The double tag brings in Reigns
and Big E. for the heavyweight showdown. Overhead belly to
belly suplexes send Reigns flying and a regular belly to belly
drops him again. Big E. has to get rid of Jey though and
Reigns is back up with a release Rock Bottom.

The Superman Punch is countered into another belly to belly
but Reigns slips out of the Big Ending. It’s back to Woods as
Big E. tosses Kofi onto the Usos but Reigns is back up with
the Superman Punch. Woods superkicks Reigns for two but here
is Bobby Lashley to take out a lot of people, with the referee
watching the whole thing. Since we can’t have a DQ in this
thing, Reigns spears Woods for the pin at 13:04.

Rating: B-. The ending really dragged this down, as this is
the kind of match that could have just as easily ended with a
DQ, but instead the solution is to make the referee look like
an imbecile. Lashley being all ticked off about losing the
title is a fine way to go, but could you at least make it look
better? The match itself was the kind of big time showdown you
would expect from these teams, but the ending just made my
head hurt (for the first time tonight).

Post match Lashley spears Reigns down and hits another one to
drive Big E. through the barricade.

Post break Bobby Lashley goes to see Adam Pearce and Sonya
Deville to rant about Big E. Lashley insists he can beat Big
E. or Roman Reigns, so the bosses stare at him.

MVP is out of action with a broken rib after Randy Orton gave
him an RKO last week.

Riddle has made sure that he and Orton have the same Spotify
playlists and talks about how they are on a roll. Orton isn’t
impressed, even as Riddle talks about how Orton can beat AJ



Styles tonight. Riddle wonders what his spirit animal would
be, thinking it might be a mongoose. Orton thinks Riddle is
confusing a movie with real life and says he’s ready for AJ
tonight. Oh and the headphones Riddle gave him? Pretty cool.
Riddle responds by singing Orton’s theme song.

We recap Eva Marie vs. Doudrop.

Eva Marie vs. Doudrop

Hold on though as Eva says this isn’t a fair match because
she’s put together and Doudrop is a mess. Girls like Doudrop
can’t beat women like her but we ring the bell anyway. Doudrop
chases her around the ring to start, catches her, and finishes
with the basement crossbody at 1:19. This is in no way, shape
or form different than their previous match, except that it
was more recent.

Post match, Doudrop declares the Eva-Lution dead. Until their
next three matches I’m sure.

Big E. storms into the bosses’ office and says he wants Bobby
Lashley and Roman Reigns tonight. They still say nothing.

Post break, Paul Heyman comes in to see the bosses and goes on
about  how  people  have  come  in  here  and  complained  about
everything tonight. Heyman doesn’t do that, because he has a
message from Roman Reigns. Sonya Deville cuts him off and
makes a triple threat match for tonight. Now go tell Reigns
that it is official.

AJ Styles vs. Randy Orton

Omos and Riddle are here too. Orton wastes no time in taking
AJ down with a headlock but it’s broken up in a hurry for a
staredown.  The  armbar  with  some  hand  cranking  has  AJ  in
trouble again but the threat of an RKO sends him bailing to
the floor. Back in and Orton grabs a suplex for one as this is
total  dominance  so  far.  Orton  starts  the  Garvin  Stomp,



allowing Riddle to strike Orton’s pose.

Omos offers a bit of interference though and that means it’s
an ejection, with Riddle getting beaten up for dancing in
celebration. AJ finally gets something going by knocking Orton
outside for the slingshot forearm. Omos finally leaves and we
take a break. Back with Orton whipping him chest first into
the corner and hitting some clotheslines. Orton snaps off the
powerslam for two and knocks AJ out to the apron. The hanging
DDT is broken up though and AJ tries the Phenomenal Forearm
but has to settle for a sleeper.

That’s broken up as well and Orton busts out a t-bone suplex
of all things. AJ is back with a shot to the head but the
Styles Clash is countered with a backdrop, which is countered
into a cradle for two. A Lionsault of all things gives AJ two
so it’s time for the Forearm. Orton teases the RKO counter so
AJ drops back to the apron, allowing Orton to kick him down
and hit the hanging DDT. The RKO finishes for Orton at 14:57.

Rating: B. You had two talented wrestlers doing their thing
here and it worked out well, even with the extra time that
they had. I know Orton might not be the most popular, but he
can have a quality match with just about anyone and that is an
incredibly valuable thing to have on your roster. The same is
true  for  Styles,  but  he  loses  points  for  not  having  the
mustache.

We recap Nia Jax vs. Shayna Baszler. They teamed together,
they argued, they won, they argued, they lost, they argued,
they lost some more, they argued, they did the same for about
six more months before we FINALLY got to this match.

Nia Jax vs. Shayna Baszler

Nia brags about how she is the talented one and grabs a Samoan
drop, only to put Shayna down and say it was that easy.
Baszler knees her way out of the corner and a big kick to the
head puts Jax down on all fours. Another kick to the face sets



up  the  Kirifuda  Clutch,  which  is  countered  with  straight
power. Shayna gets it again so Jax drops back onto her….and
passes out at 2:22. I didn’t see that one coming but I’ll take
it.

Post match Shayna takes her outside and kicks the mostly out
cold Jax in the head. Shayna puts Jax’s hand in the steps for
a running stomp to make Jax scream. Shayna looks conflicted
but stomps on the arm anyway, meaning it’s higher pitched
screaming. This was total destruction of Jax and should mean a
pretty lengthy hiatus, which is a good thing at the moment.

Angel Garza/Humberto Carrillo vs. Mansoor/Mustafa Ali

Garza and Carrillo say they’re family and both rather handsome
so why not team together. Ali gets taken down in a hurry to
start, setting up a double slingshot suplex for two. Carrillo
grabs an early chinlock but Ali is back up in a hurry for the
tornado DDT. Mansoor and Garza come in with the former kicking
him in the head. A belly to back suplex/top rope double stomp
combination gets two on Garza with Carrillo making the save.
Everyone heads outside with Garza posting Ali HARD (that was a
great sound) and it’s a Muta Lock/dropkick combination to
finish Ali at 2:43. I’ve wanted more Garza for a bit and this
worked.

Video on Karrion Kross.

Rhea Ripley and Nikki Ash come out to tell us about how great
Connor’s Cure really is. They dedicate their Women’s Tag Team
Title shot to the sick children and hold up a V for victory
over cancer. Ignore Rhea partially forgetting her lines here,
as she seems to be rather emotional about the whole speech.

Women’s Tag Team Titles: Natalya/Tamina vs. Nikki Ash/Rhea
Ripley

Natalya and Tamina are defending (for the first time on TV for
the first time in about four months) and I don’t like their



odds here after that promo. Nikki gets knocked into the corner
to start and Tamina stomps away as the champs control early.
The Superfly Splash misses but it’s back to Natalya to cut
Nikki off. Ripley takes Tamina outside and Riptides her onto
the apron. That leaves Ash to small package Natalya for the
pin and the titles at 2:15. That’s about as much hype as
Natalya and Tamina’s reign deserved as it came to an end.

We  recap  Charlotte  throwing  her  version  of  Lillie  in  the
trash.

It’s time for Alexa’s Playground. Alexa Bliss brings out her
guest for the week, and it’s a doozy: Charlotte. After picking
up a microphone off the rocking horse, Charlotte says she
would rather remind people that Bliss used to be a competitor.
Bliss: “There she is ladies and gentlemen: the fun police.”
Bliss wants a girl’s night between the two of them and Lillie,
but there is no Charlie (Charlotte’s doll).

Worry not though because Bliss has Charlie….who gets a chant
of her own. Charlotte wants the real Alexa Bliss, because this
is just a way to hide how fragile Bliss really is. Start by
getting rid of the black lipstick and then realize that Lillie
is more popular than Bliss. How did Charlotte go from main
eventing Wrestlemania to playing with dolls on Raw? She has
beaten everyone and now she has to beat an adult who has to
dress like a kid. Should she beat Bliss up tonight or wait
until Sunday?

Bliss mocks Charlotte for being the best ever and points out
that  Charlotte  has  lost  more  titles  than  any  woman  ever.
Without a title, who is Charlotte anyway? Without a title, she
doesn’t have anything and her insecurities are stamped right
on her forehead. Bliss says that’ not original, with Charlotte
saying  they  don’t  want  to  get  into  the  whole  lack  of
originality thing. Bliss calls her a narcissistic little b****
and says at least she knows who she is. You can call her
crazy, but on Sunday, you can call her champion.



Charlotte shoves her so Bliss charges, earning herself a big
boot.  Charlie  is  ripped  apart  but  Bliss  gets  up  before
Charlotte can get to Lillie. The DDT sends Charlotte running.
The stuff where they were actually saying things to each other
was good, but then it becomes about the dolls all over again
and any positives are completely lost.

Drake Maverick and the usual band of idiots have a whiteboard
plan to capture Reggie. A net is involved and they capture
Drew Gulak instead. Reggie escapes and Maverick is livid.

Sheamus vs. Jeff Hardy

If Hardy wins, he’s in the US Title match at Extreme Rules and
Damian  Priest  is  on  commentary.  Sheamus  grabs  a  headlock
takeover to start and then hits a shoulder to put him down
again. Jeff drives him into the corner but has to elbow his
way to freedom. That’s enough to send Sheamus outside but
Poetry in Motion is countered into a drop onto the apron.
Sheamus rips the face shield off and we take a break.

Back with Hardy hammering away and getting two off a middle
rope splash. Sheamus kicks him in the face and nails the top
rope clothesline for two. The knee to the face gets the same
but the Brogue Kick is countered into the Twist of Fate. The
Swanton hits knees though (egads that looked bad) but Hardy
grabs a sunset flip for the pin at 9:02.

Rating: C+. I can go for these two having a nice match like
this and that’s what we got here. Hardy being added to Sunday
is a good idea as we’ve done Sheamus vs. Priest before and it
is a good idea to add something fresh. I’m not sure what to
expect on Sunday and that’s the right way to go.

Post match Sheamus goes outside to yell at Priest and the
fight is on.

Bobby Lashley vs. Roman Reigns vs. Big E.



Non-title and Lashley and Big E. start brawling to start fast.
Big E. takes him to the apron for the splash as Reigns stands
back and watches. Some trash talking takes too long though and
Reigns hits the apron dropkick on Big E. as we take an early
break.  Back  with  Big  E.  grabbing  an  abdominal  stretch  on
Lashley  until  Reigns  breaks  that  up.  Reigns’  jumping
clothesline drops Big E. for two but Lashley breaks up the
apron dropkick.

They head back inside with Reigns hitting a heck of a Samoan
drop for two on Big E. as Lashley is back up. Reigns takes
Lashley up top but Big E. turns it into a Tower of Doom as we
take a break. Back with Big E. throwing Reigns around with
some suplexes until Lashley breaks that up. A delayed vertical
suplex drops Reigns bug Big E. takes them both down and hits a
double Warrior Splash.

The Big Ending rocks Reigns but Lashley pulls Big E. outside
and puts him through the announcers’ table. Back in and Reigns
Superman Punches Lashley to break up the spear but Lashley’s
second attempt connects. Big E. breaks up that cover but has
to block the Hurt Lock. Reigns makes the save with a Superman
Punch and Big E. hits the spear to drive Reigns through the
ropes. Back in and the Big Ending hits Reigns but Lashley
breaks it up with a chair. Lashley unloads on Big E. with the
chair….and walks into a spear to give Reigns the pin at 20:10.

Rating: B. This worked very well as they followed the formula
for most good triple threat matches: let a bunch of people hit
each other really hard until one scores a fall. At the same
time, this probably sets up a chairs match between Lashley and
Big E., which certainly works as a Raw main event. Reigns
winning over Lashley is fine here as a champion didn’t take a
fall and it came at the end of a very hard hitting match.
Rather good main event.

Overall Rating: C+. I rather liked this and I can’t remember
the last time that has been the case with Raw. The biggest



positive here was the lack of anything terrible. There were
certainly flaws and some of the stuff didn’t make a ton of
sense, but what matters the most is there was no moment where
I wanted to switch to a good folk dancing competition. I have
no reason to believe that the show is getting better in the
long term (though the destruction of Nia Jax gives me a bit of
hope) but for a one off show, I will absolutely take this over
the drek we’ve been seeing for….well years really.

Results
Bloodline b. New Day – Spear to Woods
Doudrop b. Eva Marie – Basement crossbody
Randy Orton b. AJ Styles – RKO
Shayna Baszler b. Nia Jax – Kirifuda Clutch
Humberto Carrillo/Angel Garza b. Mansoor/Mustafa Ali – Muta
Lock/dropkick combination to Ali
Rhea Ripley/Nikki Ash b. Tamina/Natalya – Small package to
Natalya
Jeff Hardy b. Sheamus – Sunset flip
Roman Reigns b. Big E. and Bobby Lashley – Spear to Lashley
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NXT – September 14, 2021: New
And….That’s All I’ve Got
NXT
Date: September 14, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Beth Phoenix, Vic Joseph, Wade Barrett

We have arrived as it is time for the all new NXT, featuring a
lot of the same people and whatever angles need to be wrapped
up. I’m almost terrified of what this is going to include as
the usual suspects from Raw are in charge. We have a wedding
and a vacant World Title to fill though so let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We open with a quick recap of Samoa Joe vacating the NXT Title
and the setup of the four way for the vacant championship.

Tommaso Ciampa doesn’t care which NXT it is because he’ll be
champion.

Pete Dunne thinks it is time for a Bruiserweight Champion.

Kyle O’Reilly is ready to achieve a goal sixteen years in the
making.

LA Knight knows Samoa Joe was scared of him and now three men
are stuck in the same spot. Someone named Bron Breaker (better
known as Bronson Rechsteiner) comes up to Knight and says he
wants a chance to prove himself. Knight tells him to go out
there and take a beating in a few minutes.

The arena and set are far brighter and the setup makes it look
FAR bigger. The seats wrap around the ring for a unique look.
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It’s actually quite the improvement.

LA Knight vs. Bron Breaker

Breaker  shoulders  and  clotheslines  Knight  down  and  some
suplexes have Knight in the corner. Commentary says Breaker
has  a  Dog  Faced  Gremlin  mentality  for  the  first  Steiner
reference. Knight is back with a clothesline and the jumping
neckbreaker out of the corner puts Breaker in more trouble.
Some running shoulders have Knight back in trouble as we hear
about Breaker’s resume. Not his family history or anything,
but he did play football. Knight gets gorilla pressed into a
powerslam for the clean pin at 3:42.

Rating: C-. So I guess they’re starting with the rapid fire
changes,  as  Breaker  is  suddenly  thrown  right  into  the
spotlight. I’m still stunned that they didn’t directly say
he’s a Steiner, but I guess that might be too much pressure?
Either way, quite the surprise for the first match, but it
doesn’t do Knight much good.

Post break, Breaker gets congratulated by a bunch of unnamed
wrestlers.

Imperium vs. Brooks Jensen/Josh Briggs

Jensen powerslams Aichner to start so it’s off to Barthel, who
grabs an armbar on Briggs. That’s fine with Briggs, who powers
his way out in a hurry. Barthel strikes away but can’t get in
a suplex. Instead he hits a running kick to the chest but
Briggs  tosses  him  away  without  much  effort.  It’s  back  to
Jensen to clean house but Briggs gets knocked outside. The
Imperial Bomb finishes Jensen at 3:18.

Rating: C. I can go for some new names being showcased, but I
could go for less of Imperium. They have every bit of the in-
ring acumen but egads they are incredibly dry. I know that’s
kind of the point, though it doesn’t make things much better.
Briggs continues to have something there, but it hasn’t quite



broken out yet.

Hit Row talks about how fabulous B Fab really is. She has
trained with the best and now she is ready for her win.

B Fab vs. Katrina Cortez

Fab kicks her away and shrugs off Cortez’s comeback. A big
kick  to  the  face  in  the  corner  rocks  Cortez  and  it’s  a
neckbreaker for the pin at 1:14. They weren’t out there very
long and didn’t look great while they were.

B Fab doesn’t think much of Elektra Lopez getting involved in
their business so here is Legado del Fantasma to interrupt.
Lopez and B Fab insult each other with various threats…and
we’re just done with that.

Odyssey Jones and Cameron Grimes are trying to cheer up Johnny
Gargano when Austin Theory returns. He even has a surprise:
you can’t have a wedding without a priest, so here is DAMIAN
Priest to say the bar must be open. Grimes has the drinks
covered and Theory and Gargano hug. The matching Dexter Lumis
costumes help a lot.

Here is Carmelo Hayes, with Trick Williams (whoever that is)
for a chat. After a break, Hayes talks about winning the
Breakout Tournament three weeks ago. You aren’t going to catch
him off guard again so he called Williams, who insisted he was
bout it bout it. Now Williams is going to be everywhere Hayes
goes because he has the gift of the gab and the gift of the
jab. Hayes is great, but Williams has a bone to pick with him.
Williams describes being bout it bout it and Hayes says it is
hard to be good and humble. When he shoots he doesn’t miss,
but if he chooses to pass, Williams will see it.

Duke Hudson comes out for his match and says Hayes got lucky
in  the  Breakout  Tournament.  Williams  comes  in  and  hits  a
cyclone boot to Hudson’s face. The beating is on and Hayes
joins in. Some double teaming leaves Hudson laying. I have no



idea what they said or what this was supposed to be.

Gigi Dolin and Jayce Jane compliment the NEW Mandy Rose, whose
face we don’t see.

Kayden Carter/Kacy Catanzaro vs. Gigi Dolin/Jayce Jane

It’s a brawl to start with Catanzaro dropkicking Jane to the
floor so Carter can run Dolin over. A double arm crank has
Dolin in trouble as we go split screen to see Pete Dunne and
Ridge Holland taking out Kyle O’Reilly. Dolin gets armdragged
into the corner for the tag to Jane. That’s fine with Carter,
who hits her in the face from the apron. The 450/neckbreaker
combination is loaded up but Mandy Rose, in a hoodie, comes in
for the DQ at 1:57.

Post match the beatdown is on and Mandy is….a brunette. Sarray
comes in for the save and clears the ring in a hurry.

Sarray/Kayden  Carter/Kacy  Catanzaro  vs.  Gigi  Dolin/Jayce
Jane/Mandy Rose

We’re  joined  in  progress  with  Sarray  hitting  a  missile
dropkick on Dolin and a fisherman’s suplex gets two. It’s off
to Carter for a dropkick into a backsplash and Catanzaro comes
in, only to fall for a distractions o she gets caught in the
wrong corner. Mandy forearms her in the back and hits a slam
for two.

A bodyscissors sets up a suplex for two and it’s back to Jane
to keep Kacy in trouble. Not that it matters as Kacy slips
through some legs and brings in Carter to clean house. The
basement superkicks drops Jane and everything breaks down.
That  means  the  Rose  vs.  Sarray  showdown  until  Carter
superkicks Mandy for two. Rose is back up with a jumping knee
to Carter’s face for the pin at 6:12.

Rating: C-. So that happened, as Blonde Bombshell Mandy Rose
is now Evil Brunette Bombshell Mandy Rose. I don’t know how



much of a difference that makes but I’m kind of digging the
heel trio. There is something there, though it might need a
bit more of an explanation of what it actually is.

The bridal party is getting ready.

William  Regal  announces  that  O’Reilly  is  out  of  the  way
and…..Von Wagoner will take his place. You’re not supposed to
know who that is.

Ridge Holland vs. Drake Maverick

Holland throws him around to start and runs him over with
ease. Some forearms across the face keep Maverick down and
more  forearms  keep  up  the  pain.  Northern  Grit  finishes
Maverick at 1:48. Total squash.

Tommaso Ciampa talks about how everyone is coming for the
title and that is why we are here. It has been 908 days since
he held Goldie and tonight he gets his redemption.

Tony Dangerfield is a former All American Greco Roman wrestler
and he’s coming to nXT.

Creed Brothers vs. ???//???

Brutus starts fast and shoves one of them over the top and out
to the floor. Back in and Brutus drives them into the corner
and Julius comes in sans tag. After the double teaming, Brutus
plants the first one again before a slap brings Julius back in
for a suplex. Julius makes one opponent tag the other and a
dropkick just fires Julius up. A spinebuster plants the first
one and a basement clothesline is good for the pin at 2:50.
Total  dominance  and  they  have  something  with  the  Creed
Brothers.

Post  match  Malcolm  Bivens  brags  about  the  Diamond  Mine’s
success and introduces the newest member of the team: Ivy
Nile. She’s in great shape and hasn’t had a carb in sixteen
years. Cue Kushida to say he is ready for Roderick Strong and



the Cruiserweight Title match is set for next week.

NXT  Title:  Von  Wagoner  vs.  Pete  Dunne  vs.  LA  Knight  vs.
Tommaso Ciampa

One fall for the vacant title. It’s a big brawl to star with
Wagoner clearing most of the ring until Knight gets to clean
house. Dunne is back in to work on Wagoner’s arm and it’s time
for the showdown with Ciampa. That means an armbar into a
stomp  to  Ciampa’s  arm  until  Knight  breaks  that  up.  A
clothesline sends Knight outside though and the brawl is on
again. Wagoner comes in and cleans house as we take a break.

Back with the brawling continuing with Ciampa hitting the
running strikes in the corner. The double clothesline takes
down  Dunne  and  Knight  but  Wagoner  blocks  the  Fairy  Tale
Ending. Knight scores with Blunt Force Trauma for two. Another
one sends Dunne outside but Ciampa scores with Willow’s Bell
for two, as Dunne makes another save. Ciampa hits the running
corkscrew dive onto everyone else and is the only one left
standing. Back in and Dunne snaps Ciampa’s fingers, setting up
the Bitter End. Knight tries to steal the pin but Wagoner cuts
him off with an Angle Slam for a very close two.

Dunne and Ciampa take Wagoner and Knight out and the big
slugout is on. A German suplex sends Ciampa outside and Dunne
goes up top, only to have Knight grab a top rope superplex to
bring him back down. Wagoner hits a double underhook slam for
two on Knight with Ciampa making the save. The Fairy Tale
Ending to Knight gives Ciampa the title back at 10:36.

Rating: B. This was all action and that’s what you need for
the title match. It didn’t feel like an epic title win, but
Ciampa is about as solid of a choice for the title as you can
have. I was convinced that Wagoner was actually going to get
the title, but at least they went with something that made
sense. There are all kinds of ways to go for the first title
feud too so this is a safe and smart choice.



Ciampa is rather happy to have won the title.

Video on Indi Hartwell and Dexter Lumis’ road to the altar.

It’s  time  for  the  wedding,  with  wrestlers  in  the  wedding
party. Indi Hartwell comes to the ring and Johnny Gargano
gives her away, though only after he lists off his resume.
Gargano  asks  if  Austin  Theory  has  the  rings,  with  Theory
saying they’re in a ring. Ikemen Jiro has rings, inside his
jacket  of  course.  We  get  up  to  “speak  now”  and  Dexter
threatens  anyone  who  says  something  with  an  ax.

Indi reads her vows to Dexter, whose middle name is Gaylord.
She says he is misunderstood and is glad that he’s a freak.
Lumis has to cut her off from a story about sneaking into her
bed one night, with Gargano and Candice LeRae freaking out.
Indi: “Dexter, you never lose a staring contest.” Lumis’ vow
is a thumbs up, with the minister being confused about what is
going on. That earns the minister a Silencer so there is no
one to finish this.

The fans want William Regal….but Beth Phoenix jumps in the
ring because she knew this would happen. That’s why she became
an ordained minister last night so she can handle things. Beth
wants to cut to the chase, which draws up Andre Chase….who is
taken out by Odyssey Jones. With that out of the way, Beth
says her thing, making sure to say that any death doing them
parting is hopefully not ax related. Indi says she does and
Dexter….actually says I DO (Candice’s shocked face is great).
After the kiss, they pose together and no major shenanigans
ensue.

Tommaso Ciampa is watching in the back when Bron Breaker comes
up to say congratulations. A tense staredown ends the show.

Overall Rating: C-. I have no idea what to think of this show
and I don’t think NXT knows what they were thinking with it
either. We’ll start with the good: the new look makes it feel
like a much better show as they leave behind the cramped



atmosphere. There were also fresh faces, which makes things
seem like it is a brand new production. The wrestling wasn’t
bad either, with the title match being well put together.

The problem comes in two parts: who are these people and why
are they here? There was no explanation from William Regal, no
storyline explanation and really nothing at all about WHY this
was the new NXT. We know that it is because they kept talking
about it, but we were never told why it was happening. There
are all of these new faces running around too, making for a
rather confusing show at times. It isn’t bad and it was the
start, but dang I do not have any confidence in this show at
the moment.

Results
Bron Breaker b. LA Knight – Gorilla press powerslam
Imperium  b.  Brooks  Jensen/Josh  Briggs  –  Imperium  Bomb  to
Jensen
B Fab b. Katrina Cortez – Neckbreaker
Kacy Catanzaro/Kayden Carter b. Jayce Jane/Gigi Dolin via DQ
when Mandy Rose interfered
Mandy  Rose/Gigi  Dolin/Jayce  Jane  b.  Kacy  Catanzaro/Kayden
Carter/Sarray – Running knee to Carter
Ridge Holland b. Drake Maverick – Northern Grit
Creed Brothers b. ???/??? – Basement clothesline to ???
Tommaso Ciampa b. LA Knight, Pete Dunne and Von Wagoner –
Fairy Tale Ending to Knight
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Monday Night Raw – September
6, 2021: That Glaring Problem
Monday Night Raw
Date: September 6, 2021
Location: FTX Arena, Miami, Florida
Commentators: Jimmy Smith, Corey Graves, Byron Saxton

It’s time to start getting ready for Extreme Rules as the show
is in less than three weeks. You can probably guess where a
lot of the card is going and that should make things a bit
easier. There is some stuff taking place tonight as well, in
the form of a rematch between Charlotte and Nia Jax. You know,
since the first one was such a smashing success. Let’s get to
it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

New Day is ready for Tag Team Turmoil. They’ll win because New
Day Rocks.

The Viking Raiders will raid the entire division tonight.

Mansoor is ready for Tag Team Turmoil but Mustafa Ali tells
him to follow his lead.

Lucha House Party says it’s LUCHA TIME.

Mace and T-Bar say Tag Team Turmoil means six more victims.
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Jinder Mahal and Veer are going to be the next champions.

AJ Styles and Mansoor can’t imagine Riddle (AJ: “Old Smoky
Brain himself.”) being in charge of anything so they’re taking
the titles back. Bring these things back regularly! It’s a ten
second sound byte and you get to know the characters just a
little bit. Why is that so much to ask for week to week?

Here is RKBro for a chat. After looking at a clip of the two
of them retaining the titles over MVP and Bobby Lashley last
week, Randy Orton says the win was due to Bobby Lashley being
a greedy son of a b****. That’s behind them though, because
it’s time to find out who they are facing next. Riddle goes
over some of the teams, thinking they should borrow the look
from various other teams. Orton looks like he is about to bite
through is lip as Riddle suggests going on a raid and drinking
ale, even though Orton looks like he has never had a carb in
his life.

Cue MVP and Bobby Lashley to interrupt, with Lashley not being
pleased with what Orton did to him last week. Lashley wants
Orton one on one and he is interested because it has been
10-15 years ago since they fought. Orton is down, if that WWE
Title is on the line. Lashley and MVP have a chat and the
match is on for Extreme Rules.

That’s not all though, as Lashley and MVP are going to get
into Tag Team Turmoil so Lashley can be a double champion. Cue
New Day to say Lashley and MVP better hurry up because Tag
Team Turmoil is starting right now. The odds are against them,
but that was true a few weeks ago when Xavier Woods beat
Lashley.

Tag Team Turmoil

RKBro is watching at ringside and New Day is in at #1 and the
Viking Raiders are in at #2. Kofi jumps over Ivar a few times
to start and elbows him into the corner. Ivar sends him into
the corner instead though and Erik drives Ivar into Kofi for



the big crash. Back up and Kofi slips away, allowing the tag
to Woods. That’s fine with Erik, who sends Woods flying with a
suplex. Woods is back with a tornado DDT into a superkick,
with Kofi adding a spinning kick to the head for two.

Erik sends Kofi outside but Woods blocks the knee and comes up
with a discus forearm. Kofi comes back in and dives onto the
Vikings on the floor, only to be caught and thrown into Woods
as we take a break. Back with Kofi striking away at both
Raiders and hitting the Boom Drop on Erik. Ivar comes back in
for the springboard elbow/belly to back suplex combination for
a near fall. A hurricanrana gets Kofi out of trouble though
and it’s back to Woods…who is powerbombed by Erik. The top
rope splash gets two but Kofi takes out Ivar, allowing Woods
to small package Erik to advance at 10:06.

Jinder Mahal and Veer, with Shanky, are in at #3 and Woods
hits a fast high crossbody for two on Mahal. Veer comes in to
run Woods over but Kofi gets cut off by Shanky on the floor as
we take a break. Back with Woods kicking Mahal away and Kofi
coming in with a kick to the head. Everything breaks down and
Daybreak gets rid of Mahal and Veer at 17:17 total.

Lucha House Party, with new music, is in at #4. The luchadors
start fast and moonsault off the apron onto New Day on the
floor.  Metalik  splashes  Woods  from  Dorado’s  shoulders  and
Dorado wins a chop off. Dorado goes up for a high crossbody
but Woods seems to counter into a Codebreaker….I think.

Commentary doesn’t seem too sure either but Metalik cuts off
the tag anyway. The tag goes through a few seconds later
anyway though and Kofi comes in with the top rope splash to
Metalik’s back. Woods comes back in and gets taken down again,
with Dorado hitting a moonsault for two with Kofi making the
save. Woods cuts Dorado off with a faceplant though and Kofi
cuts off the save for the pin at 21:46.

Mace and T-Bar are in at #5 and we take another break. Back



again with Woods fighting out of Mace’s chinlock but getting
chopped back up against the ropes. A running knee in the
corner sets up a nerve hold to keep Woods in trouble. T-Bar
comes in with an elbow to the face and a chinlock of his own
as this is grinding pretty badly. Woods kicks his way to
freedom but T-Bar sends Kingston into the barricade to cut him
off. That leaves T-Bar to load up Feast Your Eyes, which is
countered into a rollup to give Woods the pin at 30:15.

Hold on though as the big beatdown is on from Mace and T-Bar
until Mansoor and Mustafa Ali are in at #6. Mansoor goes after
Mace and T-Bar out of sportsmanship while Ali stays on the
floor and asks what he’s doing. Mace and T-Bar wreck Ali and
Mansoor, which somehow isn’t a DQ because reasons.

Mace holds up the steps and Mace is sent into the steps as
Graves says Mace and T-Bar can’t be disqualified. That’s not
how DQ’s work but it’s not like consistency matters in WWE.
Everyone  is  down  and  we  take  another  break,  coming  back
with….well the match is on hiatus actually, as Sonya Deville
and Adam Page have ruled that they will continue after New Day
and Mansoor/Ali have had a breather.

Drew McIntyre vs. Sheamus

The  winner  gets  a  future  US  Title  shot.  Sheamus  grabs  a
headlock takeover as Damian Priest is watching backstage. The
forearms to the chest send McIntyre outside and Sheamus hits
the top rope forearm to the head. Back in and McIntyre grabs a
spinebuster for his own breather. McIntyre heads up top but
Sheamus catches him with the top rope superplex and we take a
break.

Back with McIntyre making a comeback and sending Sheamus into
the corner, only to charge into a shot to the face. Sheamus
pulls himself up top but gets belly to belly superplexed back
down  for  two.  McIntyre  tries  the  Glasgow  Kiss  but  hits
Sheamus’ mask to knock himself silly. The Alabama Slam gives



Sheamus two but he takes too long setting up the Brogue Kick
(complete  with  McIntyre  style  countdown).  The  Futureshock
gives McIntyre two and he sends Sheamus shoulder first into
the post.

An armbreaker sends Sheamus to the ropes and the bad arm is
snapped over the ropes. Sheamus is right back with a jumping
knee to the face for his own very near fall. McIntyre grabs
his own White Noise for two and they slug it out from their
knees. McIntyre takes the mask off and kicks Sheamus down,
setting up the Claymore, which is countered into a rollup with
trunks to give Sheamus the pin at 14:49.

Rating: B. Two big guys beat on each other with one big spot
after  another  for  about  fifteen  minutes.  That’s  what  you
expect from a match like this and that’s what they gave you.
Good match too, but would you expect anything else from them?
Sheamus  vs.  Priest  II  should  be  fine,  though  it  wouldn’t
surprise me if McIntyre is added in to recreate last week’s
triple threat.

Post match McIntyre hits Sheamus in the face with the mask and
drops him with the Claymore.

Damian Priest is impressed by what we just saw because that
was a fight. He’s going to enjoy Extreme Rules and he has
Sheamus’ number. That means Sheamus is going to be hearing
something  new  at  Extreme  Rules:  “AND  STILL  United  States
Champion, Damian Priest.”

Nikki Ash is very happy about teaming with Rhea Ripley, who
isn’t that enthusiastic. Ash thinks the team should be dubbed
SUPER BRUTALITY and Ripley has to smile a bit.

Charlotte says she didn’t get splatted by Nia Jax last week so
tonight she is going to beat Nia to retain the title. Not even
the irresistible force can resist the Queen.

Rhea Ripley/Nikki Ash vs. Tamina/Natalya



Champions Contenders match as I guess Shotzi and Nox’s title
shot is on hold for the moment. Tamina powers Nikki around to
start but Nikki is smart enough to take her down by the legs.
Ripley comes in and ducks a swinging Nikki to kick Tamina in
the face. The brawl is on but Natalya comes in. That’s fine
with Ripley, who puts Nikki on her shoulders to swing into
Natalya’s face.

Tamina sends Rhea into the steps though and we take a break.
Back with Nikki kicking away from a Sharpshooter attempt and
handing  it  back  to  Rhea  for  the  clotheslines.  A  bridging
northern  lights  suplex  gives  Ripley  two  and  Nikki’s  high
crossbody gets the same with Tamina making the save. Natalya
blasts Nikki with a discus lariat but Rhea makes the blind tag
and hits Riptide for the pin at 9:29.

Rating: C-. I don’t care. The Women’s Tag Team Titles are the
biggest joke in wrestling as Shotzi and Nox have beaten the
champs THREE TIMES NOW but still can’t get a freaking title
shot. I know WWE can’t keep their minds straight for more than
two seconds because of the star power of TAMINA, but I’m sorry
for not getting excited over another thrown together joke of a
team who doesn’t see eye to eye but happens to win together
getting a title shot. Maybe. One day. When WWE gets around to
it. I mean, Natalya and Tamina haven’t defended their titles
on TV since May 24, so I wouldn’t expect it soon.

Earlier today, Karrion Kross was on Moist TV. John Morrison
asked what he was going to do next, with Kross saying he was
going to make Morrison suffer. Morrison asks about going for
various titles or opponents, with Kross saying that all sounds
good. He’ll do all that, after he hurts Morrison tonight.

Karrion Kross vs. John Morrison

The Doomsday Saito drops Morrison to start but he gets to the
ropes before the Krossjacket goes on. Morrison tries the Drip
Stick and that does not seem wise. Kross backdrops him over



the post for the crash and the Krossjacket knocks Morrison out
at 2:00. Total destruction.

Video on Nia Jax.

Nia Jax doesn’t care about Charlotte and isn’t going to be
bashed in the head with a crown this week.

Women’s Title: Nia Jax vs. Charlotte

Charlotte  is  defending  and  Nia  has  Shayna  Baszler  in  her
corner. The bell rings and Shayna grabs the mic, saying that
she’s interested in seeing if Jax is going to choke. Charlotte
jumps Nia and it turns into quite the scrap as we try to
recreate  last  week.  Nia  tells  her  to  pull  her  hair  and
Charlotte  bails  while  seeming  to  throw  in  a  crotch  chop.
Charlotte grabs her title and goes to leave but stops to yell
at Shayna.

That’s enough for Nia to pull her inside and run Charlotte
over. A superplex is countered into a powerbomb out of the
corner to give Charlotte two and we take a break. Back with
Charlotte hitting(ish) her moonsault to the floor but she has
to stop and yell at Shayna. They head inside again where Nia
hits a headbutt into a splash in the corner before taking
Charlotte up top. Shayna offers another distraction though and
Charlotte hits a super Natural Selection to retain at 8:22.

Rating: C-. I’m not sure what to think of this one but it’s
nice to see Nia and Shayna seemingly being FINALLY ready to
split. Charlotte and Nia teased another worked shoot deal here
and while it wasn’t good, it was on a different planet than
last week’s all time disaster. Charlotte gets away from Nia
for now (in theory) and that’s the best thing for everyone
involved.

Post match Alexa Bliss pops up on screen to invite Charlotte
to come to the Playground. Lillie wants to try on one of the
robes! Charlotte says no, with Alexa asking if Charlotte knows



what it’s like to be stuck with a maniac. Bliss: “Of course
you do. You’re a Flair.”. They’ll just bring the Playground to
her, so here is Alexa, with Lillie, in the ring. Charlotte
asks if Bliss wants a title match and says fine, but this is
her playground.

We recap Reggie running away from R-Truth and Akira Tozawa
over and over.

24/7 Title: Reggie vs. Akira Tozawa

Tozawa is challenging and Reggie is in street clothes. Reggie
kicks him down and hits the running flipping seated senton to
retain at 35 seconds.

Post match the usual gang of idiots comes in to go after the
title so Reggie flip dives onto them and runs off. Drake
Maverick cuts him off but R-Truth stops Maverick, allowing
Reggie to run away again.

We recap Doudrop attacking Eva Marie in their non-match last
week.

Doudrop liked beating up Eva last week and wants a rematch
next week. The beating will be part of the Doudrop-alution.

Tag Team Turmoil

RKBro is at ringside again. We’ll continue with New Day vs.
Mansoor/Mustafa Ali as Ali low bridges Kofi to the floor to
put New Day in trouble. Woods comes back with a dropkick to
Ali’s back though and Kofi grabs a superplex (off of Mansoor’s
back) on Ali to send him outside. Woods’ back is too banged up
for a fireman’s carry so Mansoor wants to give him a break but
Ali tags himself in and kicks away. Kofi is right back in for
a high crossbody on Ali but going after Mansoor takes too much
time. Ali gets in a superkick and goes up top, only to miss
the  450.  Trouble  in  Paradise  into  Woods’  top  rope  elbow
finishes Ali at 4:18.



AJ Styles/Omos are in at #7 and we come back after a break
with Woods being whipped into the corner to damage his back
even more. Omos comes in to stand on Woods’ back and send him
into the corner again. A running splash from behind crushes
Woods again and Styles grabs the chinlock. Woods fights up and
sends Styles outside before a double clothesline gives us a
double breather. Omos knocks Kofi out of the air though and we
take a break. Back with Kofi hitting Trouble in Paradise for
two on AJ with Omos making the save. With Woods down, the
Styles Clash finishes Kofi at 21:42.

Bobby Lashley and MVP are in at #8 to complete the field and
it’s Lashley vs. AJ to get going. Lashley kicks him into the
corner but AJ is back up with the Phenomenal Blitz into the
Pele. Styles might have banged up his ankle though and it’s
off to Omos to face Lashley. Omos wants the test of strength
but has to pull his arms back in so Lashley can reach both
hands.

The fans are WAY behind Lashley as he drives Omos into the
corner for the shoulders to the ribs. Lashley can’t suplex him
though and Omos picks him up for a delayed gordbuster. Lashley
heads outside and starts yelling at Orton, allowing AJ to dive
off of the announcers’ table onto both of them. Omos sends
Riddle into the barricade and AJ takes out MVP. Back in and
the Phenomenal Forearm misses Lashley, who spears AJ down for
the pin and the title shot at 27:50 (2:28:27 total).

Rating: C+. That’s for both parts of the match as I try to
figure out what I thought of the whole thing. It was certainly
good with solid action and a nice story with New Day, but at
the same time, it wasn’t like there were more than three teams
with a real shot at winning. You knew it would be AJ/Omos, New
Day or Lashley/MVP, and it wasn’t going to be New Day as soon
as they started. What we got was good and I understand the
break in the middle (a match that long is going to tank
ratings in a hurry without one), but it was about a third of
the show and that’s a long time on any one match.



Post match Omos gives Lashley the double chokeslam before
leaving. Lashley gets up and it’s an RKO to leave Lashley
laying to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. The women killed this show and there is no
way around it. You had the worthless Women’s Tag Team Titles,
the Nia vs. Charlotte match, Bliss vs. Charlotte continuing
and Doudrop vs. Eva Marie II being set up with only a two
minute Karrion Kross squash to break things up. The wrestling
was far from bad but the storytelling is so horrible that it
is dragging down everything else.

As for the rest of the show, it ranged from good to quite
good, with Sheamus and McIntyre having a hoss fight, Kross
continuing his very slow and unlikely road to redemption,
Reggie being crazy athletic and a really really really long
gauntlet match. I like where some of the show is going and it
is far from a disaster, but they need to blow up the women’s
division and fast, because it is killing so much every week.

Results
Sheamus b. Drew McIntyre – Rollup with trunks
Rhea Ripley/Nikki Ash b. Tamina/Natalya – Riptide to Natalya
Karrion Kross b. John Morrison – Krossjacket
Charlotte b. Nia Jax – Super Natural Selection
Reggie b. Akira Tozawa – Running flipping seated senton
MVP/Bobby Lashley won Tag Team Turmoil last eliminating AJ
Styles/Omos
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205 Live – August 27, 2021:
What Passes For Normal
205 Live
Date: August 27, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Nigel McGuinness, Vic Joseph

I think we can officially call this the new 205 Live, which is
still not live and now has little to do with 205. Since it’s
WWE though and it’s all about branding, expect them to keep
the name because of the great history and pride associated
with the low level, often forgotten former cruiserweight show.
Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Grayson Waller vs. Andre Chase

Drake Maverick joins commentary as Chase works on the arm to
start. Maverick can’t pick out any potential breakout stars
around here, which might be due to no one knowing who is
actually on the roster. Waller fights up and sends him outside
but stops to yell at Maverick, allowing Chase to get in a shot
from behind. A high crossbody gives Waller two but Chase is
back with a belly to back for his own near fall.
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Some shoulders to Waller’s banged up ribs keep him in trouble
until he cuts off a shoulder with a knee to the face. A heck
of a discus forearm gives Waller two but Chase pulls him into
a quick STF. The rope gets Waller out of trouble so Chase
tiger drivers him for two more. Waller is back up with his
running Stunner though and the middle rope elbow connects. The
step over stomp finishes Chase at 8:40.

Rating: C. I continue to like Waller, though I can’t imagine
he winds up going anywhere on the main roster. That leave shim
stuck  around  here,  which  might  not  be  the  most  thrilling
career path but it is better than getting squashed on NXT. At
least they are doing something with him, and that is more than
a lot of the cruiserweights can say.

We actually get a preview for next week. I wouldn’t get used
to that.

Ikemen Jiro vs. Trey Baxter

Respect  is  shown  and  they  go  technical  to  start.  Baxter
shoulders him down and smiles so Jiro grabs an armdrag into a
hiptoss. Jiro hits him in the face for two and we’re off to an
abdominal stretch. That’s broken up and Baxter takes it into
the corner for a running chop. Jiro gets sent outside for the
big dive and Baxter stomps away back inside.

The chinlock doesn’t last long and Jiro grabs a Samoan driver
for no cover. Some forearms and jacket strikes rock Baxter,
setting  up  the  springboard  anklescissors  to  the  floor.  A
superkick rocks Baxter on the floor and the Swanton gets two
back inside. The Ikemen Slash misses though and Baxter (busted
open) hits a springboard 450…which Jiro reverses into a small
package for the pin at 8:29.

Rating: C+. I’m a bit surprised by the result as Baxter seems
to be a bigger prospect than Jiro. That being said, Jiro has
been pushed more in recent weeks and it does make some sense
to keep him strong in a match like this one. They kept up the



energy too and it was a good match as a result.

Overall Rating: C+. This was a pretty good show overall, which
might have something to do with it only lasting about twenty
five minutes. The show still means absolutely nothing and
probably doesn’t need to exist, but at least they are having
some fairly consistently good action. Just keep mixing it up a
bit and give us a break from the same cycle and it gets much
better.o the corner for a running chop. Jiro gets sent outside
for the big dive and Baxter stomps away back inside.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:
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wrestling headline needs.

NXT – August 31, 2021: They
Need To Go Big
NXT
Date: August 31, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Beth Phoenix, Wade Barrett, Vic Joseph

The changes continue around here as we are marching towards
the new version of NXT. I still have no idea what that means
and I’m not sure I want to. Then again it might be for the
best, as NXT has not exactly been at its most thrilling for a
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long time now. There are a few matches set in advance this
week so let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Mandy Rose vs. Sarray

Gigi Dolin and Jacy Jayne are here with Rose. Mandy takes her
down to start and rubs her face in the mat, setting up some
pushups on Sarray’s back. Sarray is back up with a dropkick
and a kind of nasty looking fisherman’s suplex for two. A top
rope twisting splash misses for Sarray and we hit the quickly
broken chinlock.

Rose grabs a fall away slam into a nip up and it’s off to
something like an abdominal stretch. That’s broken up as well
and Sarray starts the striking. The running dropkick sets up
the running dropkick in the ropes to send Mandy outside. Jayne
and Dolin immediately cover her face up and get her to the
back for the countout at 7:39.

Rating: C. This was completely acceptable as Mandy is doing a
much more old school heel thing in the ring. There is no point
in trying to have her be some kind of a moves person and
thankfully NXT gets that. Let her go out there, be the heel
she can be so easily and use some old school tactics to get
heat. It works well for her, and in a place where everything
is about going a hundred miles an hour, it makes her stand out
that much more.

Tommaso Ciampa is ready to hurt Pete Dunne and Ridge Holland.
He isn’t going to cry over spilled milk and a motivated Ciampa
is a scary Ciampa.

Duke Hudson vs. Kyle O’Reilly

O’Reilly’s ribs are heavily taped so Hudson goes after the
obvious target in a hurry. A heel hook is blocked and Hudson
blasts him with a right hand to the ribs. O’Reilly can’t grab
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an abdominal stretch and it’s a hiptoss to take him down.
Hudson even mocks the air guitar, which is a bit better than
Hogan’s. A fireman’s carry gutbuster drops O’Reilly and we
take a break.

Back  with  Hudson  staying  on  the  ribs  and  cutting  off  an
O’Reilly comeback attempt. O’Reilly gets smart by kicking at
the legs before spinning into a guillotine choke to put Hudson
in trouble. It’s broken up with straight power, so O’Reilly
grabs a hanging dragon screw legwhip. The top rope knee to
Hudson’s knee sets up the heel hook for the tap at 11:52.

Rating: B-. They had a good, back and forth match here but the
key was to not have things get too complicated. Hudson is
still very much a work in progress so it was a smart move to
let him get in there with someone who can walk him through a
match. O’Reilly gets a come from behind win, Hudson gets his
feet wet against better competition and we move on after a
good use of both guys.

We look at Dexter Lumis and Indi Hartwell’s engagement.

Beth  Phoenix  is  VERY  excited  about  the  wedding  but  Wade
Barrett throws away his In-Dex shirt.

Here is the very banged up and limping Ilja Dragunov to talk
about how he went through a war with Walter. He survived
against the Ring General and is ready for whatever comes at
him. The fans don’t want him to go and wants to know who is
willing to come after the title. Long live the Czar.

Kay Lee Ray says the NXT women’s division needs a boost and
that is why William Regal…..and the interviewer cuts her off
to ask about various women in NXT. Ray isn’t worried about Io
Shirai or Ember Moon and she is coming to take over the
division.

Carmelo Hayes is considering his options for the title match
but Elektra Lopez comes in to say the North American Title is



for Santos Escobar. Cue Legado del Fantasma to seemingly offer
some threats.

Imperium vs. Grayson Waller/Drake Maverick

Before  the  match,  Maverick  looks  worried  but  Waller  says
Imperium is just annoyed at having to carry Walter’s bags.
Waller is taken into the corner to start and it’s time to
hammer away. Barthel adds some loud kicks to the chest but
Waller gets over to Maverick for the hot tag. Maverick loads
up what looks to be a charge but Waller tags himself back in,
leaving Maverick to be knocked outside. Maverick is sent into
the  lighting  rig  and  Waller  is  kicked  in  the  face.  The
Imperial Bomb finishes Waller at 3:04.

Rating: C-. More of the same from Imperium, meaning they had a
competent squash which wasn’t going to hold my interest. These
two are not exactly inspiring but do have all of the technical
stuff down. It’s kind of a Dean Malenko vibe, but without the
occasional big spots to spice it up a bit.

Indi  Hartwell  asks  Johnny  Gargano  to  give  Dexter  Lumis  a
chance. Lumis is standing near Gargano and gets to go to the
ring with him.

Pete Dunne, Ridge Holland, Oney Lorcan and Danny Burch are
ready to hurt Tommaso Ciampa.

Gigi Dolin and Jacy Jayne have attacked Sarray.

Johnny Gargano vs. LA Knight

Indi Hartwell and Dexter Lumis are here with Gargano. The fans
are behind Gargano, Lumis and Hartwell here as Gargano and
Knight fight for control on the mat. It’s too early for the
Gargano Escape so Knight starts in on the arm and then elbows
him in the face. Gargano sends him outside though and hits a
suicide dive. Knight runs him over again though and, after
some mocking of Lumis and Hartwell, drops Gargano to send us



to a break.

Back with Knight missing a knee drop, allowing Gargano to hit
a  middle  rope  Downward  Spiral.  The  slingshot  spear  drops
Knight again but he’s back up with a pop up powerslam dropped
backwards instead of forwards. Gargano doesn’t mind as he
tries the Gargano Escape, which is quickly escaped. The One
Final Beat is countered as well but Gargano lands on Lumis,
who then moves him away from a charging Drake. Back in and
Gargano reaches for Lumis, but walks into the BFT for the pin
at 14:02.

Rating: C+. This was much more about the interactions and the
character  stuff  with  Gargano,  as  the  fans’  reactions  are
getting interesting. Gargano is still popular, but all he has
to do is give Lumis and Hartwell a sideways glare and fans
can’t stand him all over again. The wedding actually has me
curious and I would not have bet on that just a few weeks ago
so nice job on setting things up.

Lumis knows he screwed up.

MSK goes in to see William Regal and wants Oney Lorcan/Danny
Burch to have a Tag Team Title shot. Burch and Lorcan were
stripped of the titles so Regal makes the match for next week.

Next week: Mei Ying’s in-ring debut.

Raquel Gonzalez vs. Jessi Kamea

Non-title and Robert Stone and Frankie Monet are here too.
Kamea slips out of a suplex to start and manages to snap the
leg over the top rope. A missed basement spinwheel kick lets
Gonzalez dropkick her into the corner, setting up a powerbomb
hot shot. The Chingona Bomb finishes Kamea at 2:42.

Ember Moon doesn’t like what Kay Lee Ray said and would be
glad to face her next week.

We get a sitdown interview with Samoa Joe, who knows what it



means to be champion. He hasn’t had time to rest because he
has been in Las Vegas scouting NXT talent. Then he took a red
eye flight back here because he needed to win the NXT Title.
The precedent had to be set and now it is time to defend his
title. If anyone wants something, come try and take it from
him.

Roderick Strong vs. Ikemen Jiro

The Creed Brothers are now part of the Diamond Mine. Jiro is
accepting  an  open  challenge  on  Kushida’s  behalf  because
Kushida is his hero. Strong starts strong by kicking Jiro down
and sending him outside. A hiptoss sends Jiro into the steps
and we hit the chinlock back inside. The seated abdominal
stretch keeps Jiro in trouble but he fights up for some shots
to the face. The slingshot springboard moonsault gives Jiro
two but Strong knees him in the face. Back to back End of
Heartaches finishes for Strong at 5:02.

Rating: C-. Total squash here and there is nothing wrong with
that. Strong is in a holding pattern until Kushida gets back
from  whatever  is  wrong  with  him.  Until  then,  just  keep
building  Strong  up  and  making  him  feel  like  the  ultimate
challenger. They can do a lot of work on the way to the title
match and that seems to be the case.

Zoey Stark and Io Shirai are ready to defend their Tag Team
Titles against Kayden Carter and Kacy Catanzaro. The champs
aren’t really friends outside of the ring and it is going to
catch up with them. Stark and Shirai don’t have much of a
rebuttal.

Cameron Grimes, looking like his old self again, talks about
how great it is to receive the Million Dollar Legacy. Cue the
Grizzled Young Veterans to say that Grimes is the champion
with a fake title, just like the one they have. Maybe next
week he can be Universal Champion once he hits WWEshop.com.
Grimes is impressed by the replica belt…and drops it on Zack



Gibson’s foot. He throws in some money on his way to the moon.

Tommaso Ciampa vs. Ridge Holland

Oney Lorcan, Danny Burch and Pete Dunne are with Holland while
Ciampa is alone. Ciampa headlocks him down but gets caught in
a northern lights suplex. Not that it matters as Ciampa is
back up with a running knee in the corner. Holland is taken
outside for a ram into the barricade and a posting. A running
knee to the face lets Ciampa pat himself on the back but
Holland goes for the knee to send us to a break.

Back  with  Holland  grabbing  a  chinlock  to  keep  Ciampa  in
trouble. Ciampa fights up with a clothesline and a jumping
knee to the face. More corner clotheslines look to set up the
Fairy Tale Ending but Holland reverses into an Alabama Slam to
drop  Ciampa  hard.  After  a  check  from  the  referee,  Ciampa
fights up with some shots to the face to knock Holland down
against the ropes. An Air Raid Crash drops Holland again but
he headbutts Ciampa out to the floor. Holland powerslams him
into the barricade but Ciampa is back with some knees to the
face. Willow’s Bell is good for the pin on Holland at 12:05.

Rating: C+. I’m not sure what it is but there is something
about this feud that is making it hard for me to care. What
you’re getting is mostly good stuff and I can go for seeing
more of Ciampa, but it feels more like a way to get us towards
WarGames rather than a match or feud that I want to see. Good
match, though I didn’t really get inspired by what I was
seeing.

Post match the beatdown is on but MSK comes out for the save.

Overall Rating: C+. The biggest problem with NXT right now is
the lack of a top story. What is the main angle going on in
NXT right now? Samoa Joe doesn’t have a challenger. The Way is
waiting around to get to the wedding. Ciampa vs. Holland N
Pals feels like an upper midcard feud at most. What on here
feels like a top level story? I know it will change, but that



has been seriously lacking from NXT.

The NXT Title hasn’t felt important in months, Raquel Gonzalez
vs. Frankie Monet still seems like it’s a few weeks away at
most and the North American Champion is part of a faction war.
What does that leave? Io Shirai/Zoey Stark and MSK? There just
isn’t much going on right now that feels must see and nothing
is standing above the rest. That’s a problem and until it is
fixed, NXT isn’t going to feel all that important.

Results
Sarray b. Mandy Rose via countout
Kyle O’Reilly b. Duke Hudson – Heel hook
Imperium b. Grayson Waller/Drake Maverick – Imperial Bomb to
Waller
LA Knight b. Johnny Gargano – BFT
Raquel Gonzalez b. Jessi Kamea – Chingona Bomb
Roderick Strong b. Ikemen Jiro – End of Heartache
Tommaso Ciampa b. Ridge Holland – Willow’s Bell

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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NXT – August 10, 2021: Enjoy
It (A Lot) While You Can
NXT
Date: August 10, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Nigel McGuinness, Vic Joseph

NXT has been the hot topic in wrestling as of late and that
very well may be the case again tonight. There are several
major changes rumored, but I don’t think we’re going to be
seeing them right away. There is a chance something could be
shaken up, but I would bet on it being either more gradual or
at least after Takeover. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Ember Moon has not been medically cleared tonight so we have a
replacement for her scheduled match against Sarray.

Sarray vs. Dakota Kai

Kai promises to make an example out of Sarray on her way to
Takeover. They trade arm cranks to start with Sarray getting
the better of things. Kai gets taken to the mat for a quickly
broken Muta Lock so she fires off some kicks to Sarray’s back
to take over. A suplex gives Kai two but she gets pulled into
some kind of really cranked half crab. The slow crawl to the
rope gets Kai out of trouble so Sarray grabs a fisherman’s
suplex for two.

We take a break and come back with Sarray snapping off a
German suplex for two more. Another bridging German suplex
gets two more and it’s time to scream a lot on the kickout.
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Kai avoids a charge and hits a running boot in the corner for
two.  Joseph:  “Kai  starting  to  lose  her  composure.”  The
composure she had from being on offense for eight seconds?

Kai hits a Scorpion kick but Sarray is right back with the
dropkick. The decapitating dropkick in the ropes rocks Kai
again but she avoids a second edition. We see Raquel Gonzalez
arriving as Sarray gets some rollups for two each. Kai has had
enough of this and hits the running kick to the face finishes
Sarray at 11:08.

Rating: B-. Good match, though Sarray continues to just exist
on the roster. It is way too early to make a determination on
her yet, but until she has a feud of some kind, we aren’t
going to know what she can do yet. Kai winning makes sense for
the title shot though and I’m curious to see how the Takeover
match goes.

Post  match  Kai  loads  up  another  kick  but  Raquel  Gonzalez
sprints in to chase her off. Gonzalez grabs the mic to say if
Kai wanted a shot, all she had to do is ask. She’ll get the
shot at Takeover but Gonzalez is going to tear her apart. That
was to the point and it worked.

We look back at Dexter Lumis and Indi Hartwell finally getting
together last week.

We go to House Gargano, where Johnny Gargano and Candice LeRae
are not happy. They have done everything for the Way, even
buying this house so they could have their own rooms. The
doorbell rings and here is Dexter, with flowers, and without
saying a word. As Indi keeps putting on her makeup, Gargano
orders Lumis to take her to a nice restaurant and have her
back by 10pm. Indi and Dexter leave, with Gargano and LeRae
following. Hijinks to follow.

Hit Row isn’t happy with Legado del Fantasma and burn a mask
to prove their point.



Here is Ilja Dragunov for the first time in NXT. He talks
about putting his rage into everything he has, including his
fists. At Takeover, he will make the impossible happen and you
will see violence and rage. An unbeatable kingdom will fall
and Walter will be defeated for the United Kingdom Champion.
Cue Pete Dunne to interrupt and talk about how he carried the
UK wrestling scene on his back. He is the real star, but
Dragunov says Dunne never could beat Walter. Dragunov will do
that  at  Takeover,  but  that’s  in  twelve  days.  How  about
tonight, he show Dunne what this is all about? Dunne says
Dragunov isn’t making Takeover.

LA  Knight  doesn’t  want  to  hear  about  the  butler  getting
attention because Knight is the real star around here. Now put
the title on his shoulder already. Cameron Grimes’ spirit dies
just a bit more.

LA Knight vs. Andre Chase

Blunt Force Trauma (headlock driver) finishes Chase at 30
seconds.

Post match, Grimes has to wipe Knight down but here is Ted
DiBiase to interrupt. DiBiase says that Grimes can do all
kinds of things better than being a butler. He believes in
Grimes, just like all of these people here. Knight asks what
the point here is, but DiBiase thinks Knight needs to put the
title on the line one more time. That doesn’t sound good for
Knight,  but  he’ll  finally  put  it  on  the  line,  with  one
condition: if Knight wins, DiBiase is his new butler. Despite
Grimes saying no way, DiBiase says that he has a lot of money,
and he’s putting it on Grimes.

Gigi Dolin is ready to destroy Io Shirai and drops a rose.

Gigi Dolin vs. Amari Miller

Jacee Jane is here with Dolin, who takes Amari straight into
the ropes. A few forearms set up an abdominal stretch….which



Dolin snaps down into something like a crucifix bomb for the
pin at 2:12. That was a new one.

Dexter Lumis and Indi Hartwell are at the restaurant, where
Indi  orders  half  of  the  menu  for  appetizers.  Then  she
overhears Candice LeRae on a walkie talkie and throws out
LeRae and Johnny Gargano.

Here  is  William  Regal  for  the  face  to  face  between  Kyle
O’Reilly and Adam Cole (the Undisputed Finale). O’Reilly and
Cole  come  out  with  security  (including  Parker  Boudreaux)
standing guard. Regal says the match is going to be 2/3 falls
and they both get to pick a stipulation each.

O’Reilly  picks  one  fall  to  a  finish  with  only  pin  or
submission, because losing that way would hurt Cole more than
anything. Cole picks a street fight, because he needs to hurt
O’Reilly. They don’t need to know the third fall because we
aren’t getting there. O’Reilly talks about how he learned to
go after people from Cole, who doesn’t think O’Reilly has the
killer instinct. The brawl is on and Regal says he knew this
would happen, so the third fall will be inside a steel cage.
As usual with Cole, this took WAY longer than it needed, just
like the match will.

Tommaso Ciampa and Timothy Thatcher don’t like Oney Lorcan and
Ridge Holland trying to be them. Holland and Lorcan aren’t the
two of them but they’ll learn a lesson. School is in session.

MSK interrupts Imperium and mocks their serious style. If
Imperium wants the Tag Team Titles, come get them.

Breakout Tournament Semifinals: Odyssey Jones vs. Trey Baxter

The fans are behind Jones here as he throws the smaller Baxter
around to start. Baxter gets a foot up in the air but Jones
throws him off the top hard. A choke gets Baxter out of
trouble for a bit and he nails a spinning kick to the face.
Jones avoids a dive off the top though and hits a corner



splash. Jones picks him up and spins him into a slam for the
pin at 2:53. They kept this quick and more effective here.

Post match, Jones is fired up about his win.

Boa is ready to hurt someone.

William Regal announces some title matches next week: MSK
defends the Tag Team Titles against Imperium and Roderick
Strong challenges Kushida for the Cruiserweight Title.

Boa vs. Drake Maverick

Mei Ying rises up out of the stage. Boa strikes away to start
but Maverick manages a quick hurricanrana in the corner. Back
up and Maverick hits a running basement dropkick while seeming
to favor his left arm. A big flip dive to the floor drops Boa
again but Ying mists Maverick behind the referee’s back. Boa
kicks Maverick in the head for the pin at 2:59.

Back to the restaurant, where Dexter has Indi laughing and now
it’s time for dessert. Cue Gargano as a waiter in a wig and
mustache (Indi doesn’t buy it) to insist that Dexter pay for
dinner.  The  cake  goes  into  Dexter’s  face  by  mistake  and
Gargano (“See you at home!”) bails. Hartwell eats some icing
off of Dexter’s face and covers the camera before the kiss.

Video on Samoa Joe vs. Karrion Kross. Joe wants to end the
chaos, which Kross says is Joe wanting to control everything.
Kross talks about Joe getting his second chance, but he is
ending NXT’s past. Everyone pays the toll. Tick tock.

Pete Dunne vs. Ilja Dragunov

Feeling  out  process  to  start  with  Dragunov  going  for  the
grappling but getting his fingers bent back. Dragunov kicks
him down and hits a top roe knee for two but Dunne gets in a
shot on top. We take a break and come back with Dunne working
on the arm. Dunne kicks said arm away but Dragunov strikes
away. A suplex is countered into an armbar but Dragunov elbows



him in the head, setting up a suplex for two. Dragunov hits a
backsplash, followed by more elbows to the head.

Dunne pulls him into a triangle, which is countered into a
powerbomb for two. Back up and Dragunov spins out of the
finger splitting but the 61Line fails because of the hand.
Another suplex is countered into Dunne’s cross armbreaker,
which is countered into a bridging suplex for two. The top
rope backsplash connects….and here’s Walter. Dunne can’t get
the Bitter End but he can counter Torpedo Moscow. Now the
Bitter End can finish Dragunov at 14:30.

Rating: B. Oh like this wasn’t going to be good. These guys
could have a hard hitting match int heir sleep and be more
entertaining than almost anyone else in WWE today and that’s
more or less what happened here. The ending was a bit odd as
you would have expected Dragunov to get the win but at least
it wasn’t a clean loss or something insane like that on the
way to a title match, because that would just be stupid.

Post match Walter goes after Dragunov but gets caught with
Torpedo Moscow to send him outside. Dragunov holds up the
title to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. This felt like an old school NXT and I
certainly  approve.  What  mattered  here  was  keeping  things
moving, which is not something you get to see most of the time
around here. The important things, or at least the things in
the right spots, got some extra time but a lot of this show
was about getting in and out while doing what needed to be
done. Very good show this week, but it’s more or less a
holding pattern until after Takeover.

Results
Dakota Kai b. Sarray – Running kick in the corner
LA Knight b. Andre Chase – Blunt Force Trauma
Gigi Dolin b. Amari Miller – Abdominal stretch bomb
Odyssey Jones b. Trey Baxter – Spinning slam



Boa b. Drake Maverick – Kick to the head
Pete Dunne b. Ilja Dragunov – Bitter End

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

205  Live  –  July  30,  2021:
With A Guest Star
205 Live
Date: July 30, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Nigel McGuinness, Vic Joseph

We seem to be getting back into the standard operating
procedure with this show and that is kind of an annoying
situation. It means that we are going to be seeing a lot of
the same stuff over and over again with some different faces.
The show is far from awful, but it’s forgettable, which might
be worse. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Grayson Waller vs. Ikemen Jiro
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The watermelon jacket is back this week. Waller actually
shakes hands but then begs off as the fans chant for the
jacket. Some knees to the ribs and a shoulder put Jiro down
but he’s right back with a running hurricanrana. Waller is
knocked outside so Jiro joins him only to be dropped…face
first on the floor, though I think Waller was aiming for the
apron. Back in and Waller clotheslines him down hard as the
aggression continues. Jiro comes right back with a spinwheel
kick and some shots to the face.

The Tarantula has Waller in more trouble and a double
springboard moonsault gets two. Waller gets in a kick to the
face of his own, only to miss an elbow. Jiro charges into a
fireman’s carry spinebuster for a rather close two but the
running Stomp misses. Instead Jiro rolls him up twice in a row
for two each, setting up the Ikemen Slash for the pin at 7:29.

Rating: C-. I wasn’t quite feeling this one, but you can tell
how much the crowd gets into Jiro’s stuff. The jacket is cool,
but he also has a charisma that is going to get people to
notice him no matter what. Waller is another guy who has
potential, but he is not going to get any further just staying
on 205 Live against the same people.

Asher Hale vs. Drake Maverick

This is the kind of thing that they should be doing more
often. The fans seem happy to have Maverick back, even as Hale
takes him down by the leg to start. Maverick’s wristlock is
taken down in a hurry and Hale doesn’t seem worried here. Back
up and Hale talks too much trash so Maverick punches him in
the face.

A hard whip into the corner cuts that off and Maverick is
favoring his shoulder. Like a good heel/wrestler in general,
Hale goes right after the arm and rams it into the apron. The
cross arm choke keeps Maverick in trouble but he fights up and
this time it’s Hale’s shoulder going into the post. A running



dropkick into the bulldog sets up a high crossbody to drop
Hale again. Sliced Bread gives Maverick the pin at 7:44.

Rating: C+. This was more like it as they had someone fresh in
to make the match feel like a bigger deal. Maverick is hardly
the biggest star in WWE but he is bigger than anyone else on
205 Live. You don’t need to have him be a regular around here
but you can have him, or a few others, pop in every now and
then to spice up the show a bit. Maybe even put some of these
new guys over once or twice.

Overall Rating: C. Maverick’s cameo helped things a bit here
and it is the kind of thing I could go for again in the
future. The show is actually getting shorter too as this one
was less than twenty five minutes. Another completely
watchable show here, even if it feels like a pair of dark
matches that only exist because of contractual obligations.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

NXT  –  July  20,  2021:
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Something About NXT
NXT
Date: July 20, 2021
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Vic Joseph, Beth Phoenix, Wade Barrett

Things are getting interesting around here as Karrion Kross
choked out Samoa Joe last week, only to go up to Raw and get
pinned in less than two minutes by Jeff Hardy. That would
suggest that a title change is afoot, and hopefully they find
an interesting way to set it up. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We open with a look back at Karrion Kross choking out Samoa
Joe.

Here is Samoa Joe to get things going and he looks ready to
fight. Joe calls him out but gets William Regal instead. Regal
says this isn’t what they agreed to and Joe can’t do this but
Joe says he was provoked. Did Regal know about Kross’ trip to
Raw last week? Of course not, because Regal doesn’t control
the man. Regal says Kross is on his way here and things will
be settled peacefully. Joe says that due to his respect for
Regal, this will end tonight, but he can’t guarantee peace,
because someone is going to sleep. Big difference between Raw
and NXT: the opening sequence is done five minutes after the
show starts.

Xia Li is ready to defeat Raquel Gonzalez and become Women’s
Champion because she has been waiting for this chance.

Tyler Rust/Roderick Strong vs. Kushida/Bobby Fish

The rest of the Diamond Mine is here too but Kushida and Fish
jump them from behind to start and clear the ring before the
bell. We take a break and come back joined in progress with
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both of Strong’s arms being cranked on, setting up a double
armbar from Kushida. That’s broken up and Rust comes in, only
to get caught with Fish’s slingshot hilo. Kushida comes back
in but has to fight out of the corner.

Strong goes back to basics with the backbreaker to take over
and the chops in the corner keep Kushida in trouble. There’s
the butterfly suplex for two and the chinlock goes on. That
doesn’t last long as Kushida fights up and hits the double
handspring elbow. Fish gets the tag and it’s time to clean
house (including telling Rust which corner to go to) again.
Everything  breaks  down  with  the  good  guys  being  knocked
outside as we take a break.

Back with Fish still in trouble, with Rust hitting an ax kick
for  two.  The  arm  cranking  goes  on  but  Fish  manages  a
spinebuster, setting up the hot tag to Kushida. The hiptoss
into the basement dropkick drops Strong and a kick to the head
gets  two.  Rust  comes  back  in  and  gets  enziguried  but  he
switches a half crab into the ankle lock. That’s broken up as
well so Kushida pulls him into the Hoverboard Lock for the tap
at 15:02.

Rating: C+. This is a feud that is technically fine but it is
not exactly a thrilling story. Kushida is rapidly becoming the
“I forgot he was champion” champion and that is a bad sign for
his title reign. Having the other guy in the team tap to a
champion isn’t a bad thing, as the Diamond Mine is more about
Strong than anyone else. Just get them a big win soonish.

LA Knight arrived earlier, with Cameron Grimes driving. Knight
tells him to get all of the bags (all four of them), so Grimes
has a story carrying bags. As Knight freaks out about Grimes
having a story for everything, Drake Maverick comes up to give
Grimes a hand with the bags. That’s not cool with Knight, so a
match with Maverick is set up for later.

The next Takeover is August 22, the day after Summerslam.



Video on Odyssey Jones, who is in the Breakout Tournament
tonight.

Frankie Monet vs. Jacy Jane

Jessie Kamea is here with Frankie but Robert Stone joins them,
seemingly sans invitation. Monet misses a right hand and gets
rolled up, only to get sent into the corner. Jane misses a
charge and Monet hits the running knees in the corner. The
chinlock  goes  on  and  here  is  Mandy  Rose  to  lay  on  the
commentary table. Jane fights up and hits a pump kick as
Barrett tries to give Rose his number. A running neckbreaker
gives Jane two but Jane yells at Rose, allowing Monet to hit
Road To Valhalla for the pin at 3:20.

Rating: C-. I wasn’t feeling this one and a lot of that was
over having a bit too much going on. You had Stone and Rose at
ringside, plus a no name like Jane putting up a pretty good
fight. Monet has lost a bit of her personality since getting
here,  but  that  is  often  the  case  with  someone  who  has
something that works outside of NXT. It should come back over
time, but it makes for a bit of a rough start.

Kyle  O’Reilly  is  arguing  with  Johnny  Gargano  when  Austin
Theory comes in. Theory vs. O’Reilly is set for later, with
O’Reilly saying he is putting his dancing shoes on. Gargano
dubs himself Papa John.

The next two weeks are on SyFy due to the Olympics.

Bronson Reed had a sitdown interview with Wade Barrett earlier
today and talked about how losing the North American Title was
a hard thing to take. He has to move forward though, and that
includes facing Adam Cole next week. Reed wants to fight the
best and he already shut Cole down last week. He’ll do it
again in the ring.

Kyle O’Reilly vs. Austin Theory



No one is here with Theory, who loads up the no look high five
anyway, only to realize his mistake. Feeling out process to
start with O’Reilly taking him down but missing a shot in the
corner. That lets Theory headlock takeover him and talk to the
camera a bit. That’s broken up and O’Reilly low bridges him to
the apron, setting up a running knee to the back. We take a
break and come back with O’Reilly striking away but Theory
fights back. A slingshot rolling dropkick is countered into a
heel hook, sending Theory straight to the rope.

Theory hits a slingshot stomp into an armbar but O’Reilly
escapes and grabs an ankle lock. Theory grabs the rope and
plants him for but stops to go after the steps. O’Reilly is
all ticked off and sends Theory into various things, which
commentary thinks is a flashback to the brainbuster onto the
steps. Another shot to the head drops Theory and the top rope
knee to the knee connect. The heel hook makes Theory tap at
14:09.

Rating: C+. This was a nice, hard hitting fight and that’s
what it should have been. I know Theory plays the idiot really
well but it is nice to see him getting to do something else
every now and then. He has a lot of talent in the ring and
getting to showcase it is one of the best things he can do.
O’Reilly snapping was pretty awesome though and I could go for
more of that kind of personality.

Raquel Gonzalez, with Dakota Kai, is ready to destroy Xia Li
and then there will be no one left. That last line gets a look
from Kai.

Here is Legado del Fantasma for the MARIACHI MADNESS MUSICAL
(complete with a band) but Santos Escobar says these people
don’t deserve it. He isn’t here to be like Hit Row because
this isn’t a battle of styles. His style is to be the real
champion with blood, sweat and tradition…but here is Hit Row
to  interrupt.  Rhyming  and  Spanish  ensue,  with  Top  Dolla
talking about how much better they are and Swerve talking



about how it took all three of Legado to beat him.

Swerve  can’t  believe  that  there  were  kidnappings  in  the
parking lot but the guys got returned. The challenge is on and
Hit Row is ready with the brawl being on. Escobar loads up a
guitar but B Fab takes it away. Swerve misses the big swing
and Escobar bails, leaving Mendoza alone with the entire Hit
Row. The guitar is cracked over Mendoza’s back and Hit Row
stands tall. The gimmick is absolutely not my thing but there
is absolutely something here with them.

The Way is complaining about the issues they have been having
lately, with Indi Hartwell saying Theory can kiss Dexter if he
wants to. Candice: “Ok I’m calling the therapist.” Everyone
but Theory bickers so he leaves.

Breakout Tournament First Round: Andre Chase vs. Odyssey Jones

Chase strikes away at the much bigger Jones and manages to
knock him to the floor. The big dive mostly connects and Chase
posts him for a bonus. Back in and a dropkick to the knee
sends  Jones  face  first  into  the  buckle  and  a  slingshot
flipping Stunner staggers him as well. Chase hits a top rope
moonsault press for two and he charges at Jones, only to get
caught in kind of a lifting Boss Man Slam for the pin at 3:20.

Rating: D. This really didn’t work and Jones is little more
than a guy with size. That is going to work for a bit, but he
really didn’t showcase himself well here. Chase could only do
so much here and he was pretty limited due to what Jones was
doing. Not a good display here for Jones, though Chase looked
fine enough.

MSK is ready for anything but McKenzie Mitchell points out we
still don’t know what MSK stands for. Wes Lee is about to
explain  but  Imperium  interrupts  the  feed  to  say  they  are
serious, unlike all of these goofy teams. They are fixing this
by any means necessary. Cut back to Lee: “And that’s what MSK
stands for.” Yay, Imperium.



Pete Dunne and Oney Lorcan want to have a scrap with Timothy
Thatcher and Tommaso Ciampa next week.

LA Knight vs. Drake Maverick

Non-title and Cameron Grimes is here with Knight. Maverick
starts fast with a dropkick to the knee but Knight is right
back with a knockdown of his own. Hold on though as Knight
makes sure that Grimes is holding the title up through the
whole match. Maverick snaps off a hurricanrana and nails a
high crossbody for one. Knight runs him over again but stops
to yell at Grimes, allowing Maverick to grab a rollup pin at
2:28.

Post match Knight beats Maverick down but Grimes pulls him
off. Grimes goes to leave but Knight orders him to do it. He
has Grimes’ word, so Grimes reluctantly hits Maverick and
eventually leaves with Knight.

Video on Xia Li vs. Raquel Gonzalez.

A guy who looks a bit like Karrion Kross arrives so Joe jumps
him, only to be told that Kross came in through the front.

Women’s Title: Xia Li vs. Raquel Gonzalez

Gonzalez is defending and has Dakota Kai in her corner. Li
goes right at her for a test of strength but gets slammed
down. That’s fine with Li, who tries to climb over her for a
sunset flip but gets sent into the corner. A big boot puts Li
on the floor for a lawn dart into the post to keep her in
trouble. Gonzalez misses a big boot though and the leg is
wrapped around the post, with Li swinging it into the steel a
few times.

We take a break and come back with Li working on the leg
again. The half crab is broken up and Gonzalez hits a good
looking dropkick for two. Li rolls her up for the same and
kicks Gonzalez’s knee out again. There’s a running kick for



two more but Gonzalez runs her over again. A Vader Bomb spun
into  a  backsplash  gives  Gonzalez  two  and  hang  on  as  the
medical  staff  has  to  check  on  Li.  Things  are  allowed  to
continue after a few minutes and it’s the lifting powerbomb to
give Gonzalez the pin at 10:50.

Rating: C+. This was a good hoss fight but I’m curious to know
what happened on that landing. The match just stopped cold and
they went home immediately, so hopefully it was nothing more
than Li having the wind knocked out of her. It was a hard
hitting match and that’s all you could ask for here, though
Gonzalez  is  starting  to  run  out  of  readily  available
challengers.

Post match here is Samoa Joe to demand that the young champion
come out here right now and take his beating. Karrion Kross
pops up on the screen to say this is his world now. He is the
new beginning and the title means that he can go anywhere and
do anything he wants. For example….and we cut to a knocked out
William Regal. Kross: “Hey Joe, do you still feel like you’re
in control?” Kross gets in his car and leaves to end the show,
with Joe showing up just too late.

Overall Rating: C+. For a show where no one was going to be
watching in the second hour due to the NBA Finals, this worked
out pretty well. Things were moved forward towards Takeover
and I’m curious to see what we are going to be getting. You
can see a good bit of the card from here and as usual, things
should work out. Not a great show, but a fine use of two
hours, as is the NXT mantra.

Results
Kushida/Bobby Fish b. Tyler Rust/Roderick Strong – Hoverboard
Lock to Rust
Frankie Monet b. Jacy Jane – Road To Valhalla
Kyle O’Reilly b. Austin Theory – Heel hook
Odyssey Jones b. Andre Chase – Lifting Boss Man Slam
Drake Maverick b. LA Knight – Rollup



Raquel Gonzalez b. Xia Li – Lifting powerbomb
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